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kOst men}al 
-health ·confe·rence ·,o-e-mocrats win big 
By Mark E_ngstrom felt · that in many cases the people-who· were being declared 
Changing perspectives in mentally ill were · victims of 
· merital health is the tli.eme of a poverty or oppressiqn .. · As a 
major conference to be held at result pe·ople were being 
Ithaca College the weektind· of institutionalized Without proper 
November_lS-17. cause. 
The event is being sponsored New difinitions of mental 
by. the Center for Individual and- illness, however, are giving way 
Interdisciplinary Studies, with to new . forms of treatment. 
fµnds also being ·contributed by "T,here is a current trend to 
the Deans of -~Jlied Jiealth and move away from the traditional 
of Humanities and Sciences, as mental hospital,~ Silv.erman 
well as :the Provost's office. noted, "moving instead towards 
The ·conference is to include community mental health." 
several films, panel discussions; Community mental health 
and experimental sessions. The involves localizing the-
keynote address will be delivered centralized structure of mental 
Saturday. morning by· Dr. insti_tu.tioris, an!i_ replacing them 
Thomas Sz~z. who has written' with short term treatment 
several books on the subject of cente~ and halfway houses. 
mental health. His works include ·These · developments don't 
the-,iughly controversial Myth of_. continu_ed on pager,· 
.-31, , 
.• r 
Jooh's in Sullivan's out 
Mental ll!ndss. -
;:!:~:''ti1~:;:~£'0t,; I Ff?:f:~tty~' ~,~11, rn~ets 
e·xperimental sessio"ns 'are urged · · · ·- By Cathy·D~~i/...::" ~"...,·!°f~~-iof"'ot(-':'/Ftiiri.Jc . .__. :·iJ.trrow· .:. submitted for a~~i:ova-1 were 
to -register in advance in . the . , . ·. · · requeste_d the formation of a h a n d b O O ·k r e v i s i O n s 
Center's office. Dr~ · Mark - . committee to establish criteria recommended at the all college 
Silver-man of the Sociology The Facul_ty. Council. m~t for granting Dana Professorships. fa cu I ty meeting. One 
Department expla:..,ed that some Tuesday evemng -V.:ITh_ ~ha~rman The crllege was granted an recommendation was an 
of the events will be closed to . 9.eorge Clarksoi:i- _presiding. They endowmen, ·vh1'ch would allow d 
d · t · f t 1 amen ment that would expand People· who haven't re01stered covere a vane Y O op cs: for four ·pro'"e·ss·~. -..._- to.be pa1·d a "'" F k D t t ct 1 ' ~ the faculty definition to include due to the · large number of ran arrow, provos • repor e sum- greater than ti;e present 
· th · d' 1 r f p a r t - ti m e t e a c hi n g 
people expected to, attend the on . e _impen 1!1~ eva ua mn ° professor ~alary. The professors appointments. A statement that 
conference ~He estimated that LC .. In tbe spnng. of 1976 · a receiv1·ng th1·s benefit would be 
· f' t t· f all faculty would be expected to 
there will be several - hundred - grouP. 0 rzpresen a ives rom named - Dana Professors .. 'The · · M" ddJ: s ill con tine their development while 
Peop·fo parti'cipating in the 1 e tates accredidation w purpose is to allow the college to I th b d at l.C. was a i:!O proposed to be weekend events. - en e ma e. - · , hire outside professors who included in the - revised 
It · is hoped that the GeQrge Clarkso,n presen~e_d a would not otherwise accept a h a n d b O O k . T h e s e 
conference will "e ·able to serve rJport and recommendations pos1·t1·on. It could also be used to d 
·"' · h s d Ab d recommen ati9ns and others 
several use~l ·pur1mses. One of concerrung -t e tu Y • roa ri;tain present professors who were approved by the Faculty 
the essential. reasons for the Pr~gram. He expressed his .!!_ope might be attracted elsewhere 
conference -is to . discuss new th3t the program will be because of economic reasons. Council. The Handbook 
· ,- · · ·- d b h Committee will now. form a directiorurthaf-are beint takenjn . strengthene _ ecause . it as a The Faculty Couhc_:il agreed to 
· "' · · fi l · d · I completed revised handbook to dealing with ;the . tr~atment · of .. v~ry , meaning u , e ucahona form a committee··to :establish be distributed to the entire 
mental illness. The event' should value. Firmer relationships the means for the use of this 
also ~rve to evnose Tue ·.pu_bli~- should : be developed between endowment. faculty for a vote of approval. 
-~ h d h f l The handbook will then travel to t)le changing attitoiles. t ose overseas an t e acu ty A report • of _ proposed 
towards . mental illness · and, and .students· here -at l.C. The additions to the faculty · back to the. Faculty Council and 
· • - c • the Board of Trustees for final break-. down the . · notion that program coula. also be a tool 1or handbo~k was presented by Gail 
mental hospitals -.are the best faculty development with- the MacCall. The addit_ions include a approval. wi·th 
- · · · J · • f h The meeting concluded 
answer to the ·problem. 1m_p emen tat1on o · . t e pass~ge concerning the nature of 
·a · d an . informal ·discussion Silverman explained that over recommen ations - presente . the handbook, procedures for 
the last 20··years a nµmber- of···The question o_(..mo~y arose -amendfoe·nt, and _ the. concerning the possibility of t he 
changes 'have taken place in ~the and it was stated that'· the responsibility · of interpretation" mov.ing of Safety Division .from 
. ,definition of mental illness. He present ·prol!l'a!ll is·gaining funds._ of the handbook. Also ':,_Ontinued on page 5 , 
Amen.dment debate--. ____ .- -.. 
,J;,gp···. ,•;1t.1:k, at ---''.3rd world ,, 
' ,_. 
.organization reps (to be known 
By Leah Fackos . as the Organizational Caucus). 
. . The Battle:After a friendly 
. The . . scene:Student Congress Amendment Wj!S accepted to this 
meeting,Tuelid.aY night in _ the amendment concerning that the 
.. Union Cafeteria.· . · · · .. -amendment not be impimented 
The Preac'ible/fwo .w~eks ago until January another. friendly 
·', .-Goverl'll!,~C·e ·. ",(;:omfu-i,ttee . amendmenr. was offered. It 
·_- · Chair~il'an,P.~µl-.S~e·~,:-,-brotight.a.~ .concerned insuring a " Thiid 
·_ ·~te~ed · · co~stitiitiog: . 15efore .· World" Rep if! this' 
•,_:: Congress. for'· its ·,_a_pproval. -At Orgariiiaticinal Caucus that 
McHugh wins 
house seat 
Joch upsets 
Sullivan 
By Connie Albino 
The Watergate Scandal and 
economic problems continue to 
take their tolls as evidenced in 
the outcome of the 1974 
elections. The Democrats, 
reaping the benefits of 
Republfoan errors, moved to a 
two-thirds control of the House, 
increased strength in the Senate, 
and gained a near-record number 
of governorships in Tuesday 
nigµt'.i el~ction. 
In the state-wide elections, 
Democrat Hugh Carey defeated 
the incumbent Governor, 
Malcolm Wilson, by the largest 
margin of victory· in the history 
of gubernatorial elections in 
New York. Elected with Care~, 
as his 'lieutenant governor, was 
·State Sen. Mary Anne Krupsak. 
Ms. Krupsak is the first woman 
in the state's history to be 
elected to such a high office: 
The Carey-Krupsak ticked 
showed unexpected strength in 
such heavily Republican areas as 
Long Island and upstate rural 
areas. 
In the U.S. Senatorial race, 
Senator Jaco't1 Javits staved off 
the challenge of Ramsey Clark 
and conservative candidate 
Barbata Keating to win his 
fourth, six-year term. Former 
Attorney General provided 
strong opposition for the 70 
year old senator as Javits won 
the election by a 45 percent to 
40 percent margin, the smallest 
of the Senator's career. 
All in all, the elder statesmen 
of New York State politics 
seemed to have fared well 
in the election. Arthur Levitt, 
age 74, moved ·· to an 
unprec~dented sixth term as 
Comptroller, <;lefeating former· 
mayor of _Rochester, Republican 
Stephen May. In the race for 
Attorney General, age again 
continued on page 5 
.:···about tl)e'.same'tiine·Russ.t.yons 'would ·be .formed ·because of th/. 
-~ / ~rougJ1!.~:~P. ~r(_ame~?m~nt · to- a_men~ment, it-was ~ot a~cepted . 
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around ·th• world 
Hussein Decides 
Amman, Jordan-In another effort· to settle the fate of Pallstinian 
nationalists, Jordan's King_...Hussein announced that he intends to 
rewrite the Constitution soon• and to reorganize the Cabinet and 
Parliament to remove' representatives. of the Palestinians livjng in the 
Israel-occupied West Bank from the government. Jordan will give 
Palestinians livin_g on the Jordanian occupied East Bank the choice 
of Jordani~n or Palestinian citizenship, Hussein described these steps 
as tJ:ie minimum necessary to give meaning to the decision ,by the 
Rabat conference last week to name the Palestine Liberation 
Organization as the sole representative of the Palestinian people. 
No Go ForBirthControl 
. Rangoon, Burma-Burma is the ~nly Asian nation offering outright 
resistance to family planning programs aimed at population control, 
not because of any cultural taboo or religious opposition i;ither. The 
man who made this decision, President Ne Win, believes that the 
country needs the opposite of population control because she is the 
neighbor of two of the worlds most populated nations, India and. 
China. 
China Attacks Russia 
United Nations, N. Y .-The Chinese delegate to the United Nations 
has accused the Soviet Union of seeking to "masquerade itself as the 
standard hearer of nuclear disarmament" while accelerating its 
atomic weapons development. China ridiculed as "hypocritical 
propaganda" -Soviet ~tatcments and proposals for disarmament made 
in the General i\ssernbly\ Political Committee. 
laround th• nation 
Bombshell Revealed 
WashingtonAII five defendants in the Watergate cover-up trial are 
said to have been affected by the disclosure this week of a previously 
withheld document. The "b6mbshell" document is a memorandum· 
written in November of I '>7 2 by E. lloward Hunt, ont" of the seven, 
original Watergate Llcfendcnts. The memo reminds Nixon re-election 
campaign anu White !louse officials of their alleged "commitments" 
of money and pardon~ in return for the defendents silence about 
facts of the Waterga•e break-in at the Democratk National 
Committee h1.:auquartcrs on June 17, 1'>72. 
Cow~ Killed 
Pillager, Minn.-fn search of feueral aid and the dismissal of 
-Secretary of Agriculture Earl L. Butz, angry formers have: 
slaughtercil calves and pigs as an act of protest. Approximately I 00 . 
calves and l 5 pig.,; were killed. Virgil Barg, a farmer. said that the 
slaughters were designed Lo raise prices of farm products, to draw 
','the attention of the White llouse" to the plight of farmers and to· 
force the resignation of Dr. Butz. 
Food Ordered 
Mineola. L.l.-Retail food stores here have -been forbidden by the 
Nassau C'ounty Board of Supervisors to increase the price of an item 
on the shelf once it hall been labeled with a price. The action 
followeda public hearing and the countywas the firstgovemmental 
unit· in the state to take such an action. 
Argument .Held 
Ithaca. N.Y.-ln an argument with his roommate Ithaca College 
student R1drnrd Sanislo. a Junior music major. broke his bassoon 
reed. Thi! recd. valued al two dollars. was one of Sanislo's most 
' prized possessions. Sanislo is also an ardent,. admirer.- of ·Greg 
Allman. 
TAKING THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH 
Washington . Two new rules published by the Federal Energy 
Administration this week could force some international oil 
companies to temporarily reduce gasoline and oil prices by one or 
two .cents P'.!r gallon. Bo.th of the regulations deal with "transfer" 
prices, or the prices paid· hy• Amerisan oil companies for imported 
crude-oil ·purchased.from their foreign affiliates. Estimates say that 
between 20% and :!5% of the daily Un1ted-States oil consumption is 
bought by refiners from foreign affiliates. 
TUBE KID DUE 
~leasaptville, Mont11na - An· eccentric ~ientist' liring a Iiermit..J.ike 
 hc.:re has announced the pending birth of his first child. Dr. 
Stephe~ Butler claims tha.t he is on the verge of creatl.ng the worl~ 
first lest tube. baby. 'rf fils experiments Continue Oil· -Schedule, 
But!er's. child ,.should be ... born': by the end. of Novemocfr. The 
r- Internal . Revenue· Service .. is investigating the · matter to find out 
whet~er Butler can legal!Y claim the child as a deductable.oirhis tax 
return. · · · · 
/ 
' 
·1thaCan inquirer 
The Question-, "Now that the. 
Preregistration schedules are out, 
are you satisfied with the , 
courses offered? If not, what 
changes would you like to sef" · 
,·Greg Brennen-Freshman 
Humanities and .Sciences - · "1 
know it's a hassle getting to see 
my advisor, everytime I go see 
him he's.really busy. Probably a 
lot of courses l will want to take 
1 won't be able to get into. So 
far l haven't seen my advisor yet 
but I've tried to find what -I 
want to take. Once I go and 
check it out with him, I don't 
know if I'll be able to get them 
or not." 
non-majors, and I'd like to get 
into some of the- courses w·here 
you shouldn't have to have your 
own equipment. _ Being an 
upperclassman, I shouldn't have 
too much trouble getting into 
anything .. " ~, 
Bonnie Pake! -Sophomore 
Accounting - "The only course 
I've ever had trouble getting into 
is Introduction to Education 
I've . been closed out of that 
. twice. Hopefully I won't be 
closed out of that again. Also, 
-I've been wanting I to take 
Puppetry that was ofered in the 
Center, \ but it hasn't been 
offered for quite a while now. 
I've just been wating for that." 
Rick Killeen -Sophomore 
Business - "The gut courses that 
everybody eventually takes or 
wants to take are hard to get 
into. Last year, being a Business 
major, I ·couldn't get into 'a 
couple of courses that I needed 
~ror my major. They kept -telling 
me to come back, and I tried it 
three times., and then gave up." 
Rick Penoyer-Senior Physical 
Education - "Next semester I'll 
be student teaching, but our 
schedules in Phys. Ed. are more 
or less already set for us. There 
are courses that we have to take 
and then one or two that yo~ 
can juggle around in your 
schedule. It's not really that bad. 
P!1ys. Ed. majors are guaranteed 
spaces in all Phys. Ed. courses -
except for Drivers Ed. and a fe~ 
others. 
Mindy Pushkin -Sophomore 
Sociology - "It doesn't really 
affect me, because everything I 
want to do is fieldwork outside 
of lhe department. Everything I 
want to do is taken ~are of." 
Janice Petersen -Sophomore 
French - "1 · don't see much 
difficulty in getting closed out 
of courses as long as I go to 
preregistratlon early. I've never 
had to much difficulty with 
that. I know a lot of kids who 
have been closed out'of courses 
that were not- open to· 
non-majors, and then transferred 
from this schoo1." 
' t 
Doug Backelin - Freshman 
Undecided - "I'm a freshman 
and I don't know that much 
about the courses right now. I'd 
like to take some more Politics 
courses next semester, but I 
don't really know what they'd 
be lil~e. I'd like to talk to the 
teach.ers some more to see what 
they say about · their own 
courses. The English courses 
seem like they may be a problem 
to get into. I'd like to take a 
course in - International 
Relations, American Foreign 
Affairs, and International 
Trade." 
Mike Faigle -Senior 
Psychology - "I'm going to be a 
second semester Senior, so I'll be 
finishing o·ff tlle re'quirements·in . 
mY · · majo·r. Any electives rm 
taking, ( don't see any trouble 
Rod Serling's course, but I know 
that it would be a hassle to get. 
into. 1 would like to see more 
Education courses, Special 
Education .courses, and new 
English courses. In the four 
years I'v~ been here, they have 
remained. relatively the same." 
Bob Solsky Senior 
Chemistry· - "Introduction to 
Photography is hard to get into; 
unless._·you .are in 
Communications or are a Senior. 
I'm ·a Ghemistry major, and 
there is .no real demand for 
· Ch~mistry courses except by 
· maJors, so the· courses . are 
limited." 
' . - ·- ' - ••' .. '. ' ., . - ' 
~Lc:: .. --&ENIOR.S ·. ,W-RITE . PLA '¥ -- · 
Premiere gf"Foxtodd" tit IC 
I' 
The world premiere of 
Foxcodd,an original pla_y by two 
Ithaca College dra--ma 
students Kip Rosser and Ted 
Enik; ...;ul take pla.ce at the 
college on Tuesday N~vember 
12. This new production is 
scheduled for five performances 
in the main theatre,Dillingham 
Center for the Performing Arts, 
Tuesday through_ Saturday,with 
curtain at 8:15 P.M. · 
Tickets may l!e reserved in 
advance by calling 274-3224. 
The theatre box office is open 
from noon to curtain- times on 
show-days. 
Institution, and produced by the 
American · Theatre · Assiciation_. 
and sponsored by . Amoco . Qil 
. Company. Several New· y ork 
critics and· producers have been 
invited by the department 
chairman,Firman H.Bro"."n,lr ·' 
to attend the Ithaca premiere of 
Foxcodd. 
guest_·_ 
· Portughese'.' and Mascagni's 
Tenor Enrico di Giuseppe will "Cavalleria Rusticana:· 
.:>pen Ithaca Col~ege's l 9_74-7S · On his return to America, Di 
Concert Series with a recital at Gi~seppe toured' with the 
8:15 p',M. Tuesday, Novembe_r Goldovsky Opera and 
12. . Met_ropolitan - Opera National 
--Directed· by James 
Laurecella,Foxcodd,is a childlike 
fantasy-comedy. It is beirig 
brought to the stage by Donald 
Creason, set designer; Janice 
M·u i r h e...a d ., Ii g ht in g 
designer; Ritchi: M. Spencer, cos-
tume design e-r; Rick 
Rloom sound designer;Peter 
MacBeth,composer of original 
music,and John Bracewell, 
technical director. 
Tickets for· the subscription Company and sang_ with the 
· series which also includes a companies of Pittsburgh, 
recitai by Lorin Hollander _a~d Hartfmd, San Francisco Spring 
Music From Marlboro, are still. -Opera, San Antonio, Fort Worth 
-Appearing in the cast are 
Diane Katz,Al Perrone~ Barbara 
Salden, Stewart Schneck,Mari- · 
ellen .Rokosny, I Steven Vance, 
Robert Oren am Margaret -Beers. 
Foxcodd presents a different 
way of living,not available 
outside the play ,says aut~or 
Rosser. The action revolve_s 
around the efforts oL @ candy 
.-store owiler,Sobin Carenes,to 
close. his store ... "but it isn't 
upsetting_ or revolutionary," 
contnbutes co-author Enik. 
Difficult t~ Understand 
· available at th_e Music School_($6 and Philadelphia; also the 
for I.C. students and staff, $7 .SO Mexican International Season at 
to the general public~. Individual Me·xico City and Canadian Opera 
tickets · for the recital by the Company in Toronto. He 
noted Metropolitan Op~ra tenor performed with major 
will be on sale at the door of orchestras, including Hoston, 
Walter Ford Hall. · Pitt.,burgh, Chicago, Nev; Jersey 
· Di Giuseppe, who made his and the Hollywood Bowl. 
debut with the New York City In I 965 di Giuseppe joined 
Opera in 1965 and· at the the New York City Opera, 
Metropolitan Opera in 1970, has making his debut in Menotti's 
emerged as one of the most "The Saint of Bleeker Street.·~ 
sought-after young tenors in the On Jan. 11, 1970 he crossed the 
United. States because of his Lincoln Center Plaza to make his 
dynamic stage - personali_ty, Metropolitan Opera debut · in 
command of the Italian verisriro "Butta:fiy." His big. impact on the 
repertory, be! canto and French Met occurred unexpectedly in 
opera, and ability to sing roles 197 1 , under _ dramatic 
demanding impossibly high circumstances, when he was 
notes which are possible because summoned from the audience to 
of his unusually wide range. repiace tenor Franco Corelli in 
Di Giuseppe's career is -the premiere of a new 
unusual, too. Despite his Italian pr O duct ion, Massenet's 
name and expertise in Italian "Werther". The audience 
rules, he· is American born, cheered his performance and the 
American trained and has gained critics' praise was extravagant. 
e-! - The_ I~hac~1 November 7, 1974,""'-Page 3 
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SPLIT-LEVEL POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY? 
Course descriptions for frrry Neilsrn"s proposed politu;al 
sociology course next ter111 are available in front of rm. 218 Muller. 
The course will · feature three different levels of involvement 
(theory-strategy-tactics), providing action as well as academically 
oriented alternatives for students. Time of meetings to be arranged 
. by class members. -
Latin 
Omitted from the Pre-registration sd1eduk: Elementary Latin will 
meet MWF at 12: the location to be annoum;ed. It will he th1ee 
credits. ,· 
BUS TO RIT 
On Saturday. Nov. 9. the Office of Campus Ai.:tiv11ies will spons,,1 
a spectator bus to the foot hall. game between Ithaca C,llege anti 
R.I.T. The bus will leave from the Union Parking Lot at I 0:-IS A. M. 
on Saturday and return hy h P.M. The rnst 1s "I. Sign-up 111 the 
Office of Campus Ai.:~ivitics. 
RETREAT 
Next week ( Nov. I b.l 7)lhen: will he an al·ademic rl'lreat from 8 
A.M. Sat. to 8 P.M. Sunday. Sponsored hy the Office of Campu,; 
Activities; the retreat will give students a d1ance to catch up with 
work, write papers. study for exams in a quid place on campus. Call 
Bill Hutching.,;. Ext: T<Jl) if you have questions. 
SLIDES AND LECTURE 
Professor John Confer. whose photogr;1phs are ,>n display in Dean 
Baker',; office. will give a slide and lecture prl.'sentation "'The 
Ecology of the Minnesota Boundary Wakrs Canoe Area," on 
Thursday ~ov. 7 at 8 P.M. in Science 202. This evi.:nt is sponsored 
hy the Outing Cluh. which will hold a shorl mL·eting following 
Confer's presentation. All are celco1m· to atll'nd. 
FRIENDS DANCE 
Both writers agree that the 
play may be_ s_~mewhat difficult 
to understand at first,but when 
the vi~wer _/.realizes -that the 
characters have a childlike 
innocence and that they all 
corupt language in the same way 
as child_ren do,-then 
understanding · sets in. 
"Maybe ... "says 1;.nik. His partner 
his present eminence without The versatile tenor sings a 
extensive .European experience. variety_.of roles at both the Met: 
He was . , born in· . South and· City Center at h_ome and on 
Philadelphia, the "Little Italy" their tours. Last -~ear he 
that produced such· singers as 'recorded· his first full-length 
Mario Lanza, Eddie ' Fisher, opera, "Norma", with leading 
Fabian, Al Martino and Marion soprano Beverly Sills. 
.This year the Friends of Ithaca ('oJll.'gL' will hold .:.1 gala 
Pre-Thanksgiving Dance as their fall party. and prol'eeds will go to 
the Friend's Scholarship Fund. The dance will he hl.'ld on Friday 
Novcmher 22 from 9 P.M. to midnight m the Terrace Ommg llall. 
The price. is $IS per l.'ouple : tickets can he obtained hy phoning the 
Friends' Oflicl'", Ext. 33%. 
-. remarks that "they expect the 
play to create ·a definite mood. 
·'We'll have to wait and see what 
the audieiu:e feels," conclude 
_both playwrights with an 
enigmatic, _smile, "It's no more 
difficult to understand than 
childhood," Qpines director 
Lauricella. · 
Eight Years 
Ted Enik and Kip-Rosser,wlio 
have. been writing plays together 
for. eight y~ars,attended the 
same · high school in 
Glastonbury,Connecticut · and 
found their way to Ithaca 
College' by different routes~only 
to be . reunited . in , the 
Dra.ma-Speec.ii department 
where·' botli are ·senicrr·~ i:lrama-
majo~. Bqth appeared in the 
colfege•s· recent production of 
The- Imaginary lnvalid,and Enik 
is- cqr.i-cntly . directing · the 
forthcoming production of Once 
Upon A Matress. 
-Theatre· ·Festival Entry 
Anderson. He did his first Recently, di- Giuseppe has 
singing on local street corners, added a number of solo recitals 
encouraged by the neighbors. to his career. In his first 
After winnmg a schola~hip to appearance in Ithaca, at Walter 
Philadelphia's Curtis Institute Ford· Hall, he will sing a variety 
where he studied under baritone of old and - new Italian airs, 
Richard Bonelli, he joined the Schubert Lieder, ·a group of 
army and sang with the Army Spanish songs, two English 
Band. After three more years of selections, and the following 
study at the Juilliard School, he arias: 'O de! mio dolce ardo"r" 
was ready for his professional from "Paris and Helen" hy 
debut in a New Orleans Bluck, ,;Una furtiv~ lagrima" 
production of "Manon." As the from "L'Elisir· d'amore" by 
winner of the American Opera· Doniz'etti; Berceuse· from 
· auditions, he went to Italy for a "jocelyn!' by Godard; Aubade 
highly successful European from "Le Roi d'Ys" by Lalo; 
debut at the · Teatro Nuovo in and from liis famous role in 
Milan, singing the double bill of M assen e t ' s "We rt her," 
Cherubini's "L'Osteria "Pourquoi me reveiller." -
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city 
County Volunteer Ne'eds 
NEIGIIBORIIOOD YOUTII CORI'. needs a volunteer tutor l(i 
help a young man in preparation for Lhe lligh School t·:411ivakncy 
Exam· in Math, particularly Algebra. Daytime~ on Tui.:sday or 
Thursday are to he arranged. Please call J.C. Community Savin: 01 
VAC for an appointment. · 
YMCA needs a volunteer swimming mstrut:tor lo work in '.'.mall 
children's classes <>n Mon. and Wed., working with 3 to S YL'Jr olds 
from 9:30 to 11 :00 and 12:30 to I :30. or with 1 I /2 to 3 YL',tr olds 
from 11 to 11 :30 A.M .. !'lease call the Voluntary Action Center or 
I.C'. Community Service for an appointment. 
BOYNTON JUNIOR IIIGll SCIIOOL needs volunteers ahlc Lo assist 
in foreign language classes, on any weekday for one hour hnwecn 
I: 15 and 3 P.M. French, German or Spanish c.:IJs~e~ all nl·ed help. 
. Please cal V AC or I.C'. Community Servri.:c for an appointml'lll. 
BELLE SIIERMAN ELl:Ml:NTi\RY SC'IIOOL ni.:eds volunteer~ to 
work with· students with auditory or visual handicap~ or prohkm~ 
with reading. Any school <.lay an<.! hour can he arranged for lhL' 
volunteer an<.! materials and :;ui<lance will he giwn by ~upport 
teacher .. Please c_all the I .C ·. < 'omr,rnnity Service or V AC· for ,m 
a ppoin tmen t. 
These are just a fcw .. of many calls tor volunteers. Please call 
272-9411, Mon. thru Sat. 9 A.M. to I P.M. or 274-3;304-,.Mon. thru 
Wed. from 10 A.M. to I 't>.M. for more informJtion or an 
appointment. 
COMl\jU NJTY SERVICE Pl'OGl!A~~ 
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Behind the scenes.· 
the Cayugan 
I 
By Robert Sacharoff 
Co-Editor-in-Chief 1975 Cayugan 
Every year, each subsequent yearbook· introduced on the Ithaca 
Colege campus has met with consternation and despair. The 1974 
Cayugan, which recently ;rrived and was distributed among the 
college community has found mixed reactions; people either like it, 
dislike it, or just have no real feelings about it in general. This 
comment is not directed toward anyone in particular, but rather to 
tbe entire l.C. community to explain a few basic facts about the 
inner workings of putting together a yearbook and also to explain 
some of the new policies instituted by this year's editorial board 
which concern you, the students. Many hours are put into 
constructing a .yearbook by a few dedicated individuals who feel that 
they would eith~r like to perform some service for other students, or 
who just plain enjoy working on the many different aspects of the 
yearbook. You would need an electric calculator to add up all the 
hours that have already· been put into the initial workings of the 
1975 Cayugan becausl· there are people on campus 
who are willing to devote some time to producing 
a superior yearbook. I will be the first to admitthat 
there were many aspects of student college fffc that 
were not accurately represented,_ii} all; that was the policv+ 
discretion of last year's editorial board and should not affect your 
decision or prejudice you m any way about this year's forthcoming 
yearho,ok. 
The editorial staff of the 1975 Cayugan has undergone many 
changes and made some decisions that will directly affect you both 
financially, and hopefully, knowledgeably. First, and foremost is the 
decision of the Board and the support of Student Congress to charge 
all non-sernors for this year's Cayugan. The base price will be $5.00 
and he sold on a subscription basis only. The ba'sic reasons for 
charging for the book can be broken down into some basics, 
hut they all get back to the inevitable: the increase in the 
costs of publis_hing the book and the supplies nect:ssary to produce 
pictures · of fine quality. This year's budget was increased by 
only 2%, while costs increased over 20%. Somebody has to make up 
that difference - you, the student. are being asked to buy the book, 
if you feel you want a wpy. lf you feel that you can live without a 
c.:opy of this yea·r·s Cayugan becaus~of the price, more power to 
you. You will be missing: representation of all the aspects of the J.C. 
community, induding sections pertaining l.t> The l.C'. London 
Center'/ the Physical Therapy student center in N.Y.C.; off-campus 
life "as seen through the eyes of those who are experiencing it (there 
arc ovl!r 750 students who Jive off campus); a more well-defined 
sens!.! of the academics at J.C. (this includes representing students in 
actual academic situations f r o m each individual academic 
area of the school. either in candids or group shots); expanded 
coverage of sports and our Lambert Bowl-bound football team, 
along with coverage devotl!d to all the other sports on campus; and a 
new format and size of the book ( I I" by I I"), which gives us an 
addi :ional 13 square tnl"hes of space in which to include pictures. We 
could go on and on about how excited we are about this year's·book 
coming out in May (if we meet our deadlines!) for the first time in 
J.C. history. A special I 2 page supplement will be mailed to all 
Seniors and students who purchase the hook, filling in the most 
important events of the rest of the year, once the book has been put 
to press. We· never stop working. If yo~ have any suggestions on 
co11r11111cd 011 paKe ..! 
Carpetbagging at IC 
Thanks to the Oeoartment of Drama-Speech, :fnother ~ne of those 
great ways of wasting money (that Ithaca College is so famous for) 
has been 'brought to our attention. It seems that the p~wers 
that be have decided that the classrooms ~ Friends Hall will be 
, carpeted. , d · 
We would like to know just what process_ of thou~t v.:as us~ . m 
coming to this decision. How many of those mvolved m_ this decJS1on 
have walked through the hallowed halls of Friends Hall on on: of. 
our slushy winter days. On such days.,janitors seem to work 0V{:rt1me 
mopping up the hall floors from all the sn?w a11:d mud. We cann_ot be 
convinced that the climate of Ithaca 1s gomg to be drastically 
changing in the near future to alleviate this problem. Nor do w: feel 
that a policy for taking off your shoes before entenng .a 
classroom will be instituted. Then, obviously, the upkeep. of th!S 
carpeting will far exceed its original cost and. ~orth. . . 
Because of this, we fully endorse the.petition bemg c1r~ulate~_by 
the Drama-Speech Department, in the effort t9 have !~s dec1SJon 
rescinded. The petition is printed below, an~ we a~e ~skmg for t~ose 
who feel as we do to clip it out, sign it and.place 1t m box provided 
on the Information desk in the union before November 13. 
PETITION 
' 
AGAINST ANOTHER CONSPICUOUS WASTE OF MONEY 
I, the undersign_ed, demand that the Admi~istrat~~n and the Boar<;! 
of Trustees of Ithaca College_ rescind their dec1S1on to purchase 
carpeting for the classrooms in Friends Hall. · . 
It is obvious that any carpeting cannot withstand students p~sh1~g 
chairs around, abusing the "No SmoJdng" policy, a~d trompmg 1~ 
and out with wet and muddy shoes for any ~ngth of time. 
LET Tl/EM 
EAT TILE/ 
W letters· 
( 
. late to get into anythmg else. It's 
·-Pre-registratiol'lqui~e-possio1~ to spend years 
tak111g courses other than the 
To ihe editor: ones you want. It seems to me 
The L:011fus1on ot 
pre-registration 1s upon us again. 
But, for some of us it"s more 
annoying than confusing. When 
we first came to tlus si.:hool. we 
had to put off laking some 
courses becJuse they w·ere filled 
and upperclassmen had first 
priority. Now they·re supposed 
to have done away with the 
seniority · systl!m. What that 
meafls to me is that the same 
courses I couldn't get into as a 
freshman or sophomore I still 
can't get into as a senior. 
this could be a great part of the 
reason for the legendary 
mtellcL:tual apathy at this 
school. If there are certain 
L'.OUrses I that are always over 
enrolled with long waiting lists. 
it seems to me the students are. 
saymg something. Against public 
opinion, most of these are not 
well known gut courses. 
Nu would sincerely like to thank 
the Ithaca Colle~ community 
for the cooperation which we 
received during our UNICEF 
collection on Halloween night. A-. 
special thanks goes to the 
memoers of Pi Lambda Chi, 
Delta Kappa. and Gamma Delta 
Pi who helped us with the 
collecting. This year we 
collected four hundred dollars 
which is more than our last 
ycar·s total. All of the money 
will be sent directly to UNICEF 
for use at their disgrction in the 
many programs that they 
sponsor for needy · children. 
Thank you for helping to make 
our service project a real success. 
• 
t:ditor in Chl•I .Leah F1c:ko1 
8ullnns M1nlf9r . . A.Scott MIIIOl'J' 
Adv1rtlll11• M1n ... r- • Andis, FrlNmen 
Prod1u:tlon Man ... , . John P. Ktumptl 
N•wa Cdltor . . . . . . . _. Mark En•trotn 
FHluras • £11tart1lnm1nt Editor • • ,.,_ Raker 
L1i,out • • ' • A~ Qfflllerl 
A• Las,out • ./' • • V11111 Wetter 
Clrc:ul1tlon • JIit Q'""""' 
AMOC:late . • • Paul Stem · 
Arll1t5 • • .• 801> Don, JIIII YOUll9 
Staff ....•....•.• · .••••.•••• , •••• 
Frank a.n,dlc:t, Mika Wltlttamote, Sine Swartz, Sue 
Colten. Ao11111n Cashton, Ls,nna Splllt .. rtNlr, tcallis, Hetzel, 
Ro .. , CltlOC:Cltl, Jerri,,- Smith, LIH LaH:OW, ·caroti,1t Hau,I 
Joan Lanctrock, .. nks, Olla11i.n, Patti H1ma. C:lllflr jlfoo•, 
Paul v..-....n, Clll'Ml1' Sc11w1n1, c1111, QQla, 1'ewt41 Qr011111111, 
01r1 c11inaea, Ann Coliabla, Sam Ml1tr_t111,:co,(11i. Alltlne, 
-oariy se1r1e, Katlli, s, .... , curt w • .....,.., G4rft Karp, Paula 
ti11tc:110, ~n RNWn, •l'IIH l:Mtsteln .. 11.Ls,1t•.•rw111 
This year there were signs up 
1 need eleven er.edits to 
graduate. I had found over 20 
credits· worth of. courses l 
wanted to take. I'm down to six .. 
1 real!y don't think my 
venomous feeling will be 
completely let h'y this letti:r 
Paula Muscato 
Class of '7S 
Thanks 
Sincerely, 
Pi. Theta Nu Fraternity 
Yearbook 
To lhe E~itor: 
To Kevin Cary: 
The 11i..c:.n Is__., ..... w;..111,'·•urtiit• ....... s,11r, 
1iu11tbi9 .... t111rif WNk 111 N...-.. , • ......... weak. of 
.,.... ... , tile flnt ~~ 111 M1NII 11141 ........ .., .,...k of 
MIS,, ...... CIIM ........ ..... . •• HIINa, New·. Vonc., 
Postmwler ......... fol'III H79 t•:·a.i ... lhMter, nte 
,tt1tt1c,,,, · -· · ......_; oo• •· ,......, c ....... ttllNl,.New 
. Yofk, .. 14 .... 'T ... ,..e .. 11'.(A'lt. Z7'4•ate'I~= 
('ongratulations. You have .... l'te.N. ,., "~· SH.N ,.,_ tw~ we.ri • $11 ·.-,• 
...... ,,.,., .. ...._. _,._.- ...._. ..... .-~>er·· .. . 
managed · to write the most S41Hortat .... ,.. ntw -- ..,.... ·•· ....._ .......... . 
narrow-nu.nded and ex·a00 .. ~ated C;..,. •er. •••.-.11rM11 ...._.._.._ 001111141·1• ef.lll!O:..._, · · · · -- ....... ,,,.,..,._. .. ~--.... ~ ..... ~ ...... -·-.· 
/ 
' saying that getting into courses 
,would not be on. a first come 
first serve basis. Of course it is. 
If you can't drop everything and 
run around as soon as the doors 
are ~pen you're doomed. If you 
miss getting into one course, by 
the time YC!U ftnd out it's too 
To.the Editor: 
letter ever printed. If you think , ... .;.:::::! ••· ......,.. ... ...,.,111.-?-:'!~:·1:- •\•Ulalds& •. ·/~ 
it .was a good·ide~.to.k~p t~e .. ""~ ...... ~,'\!'11#1•~:~,-~ . -::._...,_.,\_>;:··. ·:~-.. 
book until· after,
1 
gr
1
,,~d
1
u,·pat,:n_ .so_ 1'· --'.1-~~,.~~,~:-~ 4.
1
~~~-: ;::::.···'~:\!:<~{?:.:;+-. ,-::-~'::!:):)_5,'Y. ·j_: 
The. brotherhood, ot:. . .Pi Theta ; coiilinu,ed: °'' ..... -- ~ 
:.• · '~L~·, ,, • '~ _ -. ~ ~ :;:;;,;~;· · '~t•_:_~~L~/r~;. /~:t~~;~_jj~J_~~;,:ilfj~~~~~~~~~~~\Ji~i~~t~ ~~;li~ .. :~.~{~-1:~1.·~~£i.i~ 
T~e. -~~~acan,:·,N?\leJAh~r. 7,, ·19.74, Pa~e ,5:· 
FGl'Cone! forum pa.rtiC:ip·O~t ~r.at ·pr·anks levi. suit 
If you live in the Terraces, 
you've no- doubt been kept 
awake at nights recently by the 
lovely choral chants of pledges 
shouting their fraternity's name 
and motto as they race around 
the quad. There are other, and 
more dangerous, forms of 
pledging too, a~ a student at 
Lehigh Universi~y in Be~hlehem, 
Pa., discovered.· . -
A $2'1 million lawsuit has 
been filed against Lehigh 
University, three of its deans, 
the fraternity. involved and four 
of the brothers involved in the 
incident: one of the pledges' 
death. 
The student, Mitch Fishkin, 
was pledging Delta Phi fraternity 
on September 1.3, 1973, when 
several brothers drove him to 
some. woods near the university. 
The bro~hers planned to let him 
out and force him to walk back 
to the campus. 
According to the brothers, 
Fishkin tried to avoid the prank 
by suddenly jumping from the 
car en route. He suffered severe 
head injuries from the fall and 
died within the !four .. 
The lawsuit, filed by 
got involved. The suit names 
him as "actively and 
knowingly ... refused to prohibit 
or discourage hazing." 
,Compensatory damages 
. amount to over $6 million and 
punitive damages against. e!lch 
defendant is in excess of $15 
million against each defendant. 
IU offers 
dating course 
How would' you like to get 
credit for ·taking your girlfriend 
to the S.A.B. movie, or to the 
Salty Dog, or Turback's'? It's 
happeni!]g at at least one other 
school - Indiana University (IU). 
Two_ IU grad students have 
organized a program to teach 
male students the social skills in 
dating and getting along with 
women. 
. The' experimental program, 
directed through their 
Psychology department, consists 
of individual meetings with 
instructors, totalling about six 
hours over a four_ week period. 
The M,_exican government's 
stand regarding the country's 
newly discovered oil dep0$its has 
its roots in the Mexican 
Revolution (1910-19:!3), 
according to Ithaca College 
1 hi~tory ·professor'Fra!lk Falcone. 
"The Mexicans have told us 
that we can buy the_ oil." 
Falcone said, "but we '11 get no 
special deals. · ln essence, the 
be~nning of this assertion of 
sovereignty and control 
regarding that nation's resources 
dates back to the Revolution." 
Falcone is one of three 
faculty members from Ithaca 
College·s history department 
invited to participate in the 
Eighth Annu_al Duquesne 
University History Forum, 
October 30 to November I. in 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Falconi! will deliver his paper. 
"Oil. Nationalism and the 
Mt!xican Revolution," on 
Election 
co11ti1111ed from pai:,· I 
triumphed· as incumbent Lo11is 
Lefkowitz defeated 36 year old 
Bronx Borough President Robert 
Abrams. with SI percent of the 
vote. 
Other state wide election. 
October 31 at the session dealing 
with "Oil and Nationalism in 
Latin America ... which will be 
moderated by Richard W. Brown 
Jr., also of the history fal·ulty at 
Ithaca . 
During another sesswn of tht· 
academk gathering. Thoma~ C. 
'Longin will offer commentary · 
on "Radical /\lternat1vt:s'"'. 
Charged with interpreting two 
invited papers on American 
intellectuals in the early I '>Offs. 
Longin will discuss prohft:ms 
faced hy many \Hiters of that 
periou, including llart Crane. 
Sinclair Lewis. Sht:rwood 
Anderson and F. Scott 
Fitzgerald. 
As cluomders ol Amen.ca. 
Longin said. these :rnthors found 
theQ1selves trying t<~ praise the 
country at tlw same time they 
had to L·rit1cize th.: 
·• mJ te 1 ia I 1st ic-i nd ustriahznl" 
direction 1t was taf...ing. 
Drink 
your foreign 
language 
Require men ts for languagl' 
courses in tlw near futurl· 
Fishkin's parents, -claims that he 
was "seized, captured and 
kidnapped" by the brothers who 
"forced, coerced and compelled 
him without consent and under 
threat of physical force to enter 
the Volkswagen for the purpose 
of stranding him at a remote 
gqjnt." 
· Apparently it's just for men 
right now, because women aren·t 
known to have four week 
periods. 
Participating students can get 
three hours of experimental 
credit for any psychology course 
might he a grammar book. 
business included the race for· composition bolJk. ancJ a fifth ol 
Associate Judge of the Court of gin, vodk.t or wl:,skl'Y Piofcs~or 
Appeals;Jacob Fuchsbcrg and Alexander Guiora ot lhl· 
Lawrence Cooke won in a University of Mil'li:gan ha~ 
closely contested race. Also, disl'oven:d that moderatl' 
. The lawsuit also blasts the 
university and three deans who 
knowingly "permitted fraternity 
hazing and fraternity pranks to 
take place, which were 
hazardous to life and limb." The 
deans are just as guilty, the_ 
lawyer contends, by failing to 
enforce rules pr~hibiting hazing 
that requires such credit. -
The organizers of the program 
plan to turn its results into a 
dissertation. 
cp·itizen~ _ voted "YES'" t? amounts of akhohol l".111 help 
ropos1ti?n No. 1: Rait-- stulknts prnnounl'e foreign 
and other prariks: -: · 
The University President also 
Yearbook 
The organizers said: "What we 
hope to do soon is develop a 
year-roud walk-in dating clinic 
where those with problems 
,could come in and ask advice. 
we· hope · to have a similar 
program for w9men in the near 
future." 
Preservation Bond Act of 1974. 
This bond act authorizes the 
state to borrow ~:!50 million for 
capital improvements in the 
comprehensive mass 
transportation prog1 am. 
Locally, in the 27th d1stri<"l. 
Democrat Matt McHugh became 
the firsr · Tompkins County 
resident to win a sl!at in the 
llouse of Representatives since 
World War I. Though Mcllugh 
was relatively unknown out:;idc 
the strain of individual devotion. the county prior to announcing 
to a hope for the future :.:an not his candidacy, his dedication 
be captured in a picture, or a enabled him to ucfeal 
,·011tinued from puge 4 million pictures. It was the Binghamton's Republican mayor 
the senior~ wu1.udn't be around choice of the staff to represent Al Libous. His ovl!rwhl!lming 
when the "corn" came out; why what they felt was an equally victory was nevertheless a 
did you write that letter while impor.tant cpmponent of college, suprise in the heavily Republican 
we were all still around'? and life in general; also, a part :!7th district. Mcf-lug,h's v11:tory 
' The cover had. artistic value more easily depicted with was attributed to the lwavy 
and relevance beyond your acute pictures. If it wasn't clear, the voter turnout. Despite inclimat.: 
(or ~ it obtuse) perception, as subject of the '74 Cayugan was weather and the fact that it ts a 
did the . first page of people. We tried to include non-Presidential year,70 percl·nl 
"non-descript" black-and-white things everyone does, sees, and of those registered came out to_ 
photography. thinks about in their years at vote. 
If you got nauseated while. LC. That included things WC Another relatively unknown 
flipping through the candids of have all laughed about like a prevailed as Democrat Joseph 
"true college life", I l:!,ope you phantom president and toilets. Jach defeated the incumbent 
can' recall you were using a If you, as a repres~ntative of District ' Altorncy. William 
standard l.C _ toilet with which-' the Music School, fell that we Sullivan Jr. Joch, a dark horse, 
all housing units on campus are did not offer anything you could heat out three hometown 
equipped. Or maybe that was relate to in . the book. I candidates in a tightly contcs~.:d 
what you._were referring to ;hen apologize. I can only say in our race. He becarnt: only the second 
_you said' something was missing. defense that none of us were -- Democrat to take the post of 
I thought at first you might have music majors, and had no idea district attorney. Reasons given 
been criticizing the void of that the musicians on campus for the upset victory were the 
picture< 0 f. _ m ·us i ca I had an entirely separate- world bipartisau support gdthercd hy 
· ·organizations, but I realized that from o_ur own. If the problem Jach combined with the fact 
one as . perceptive as yourself was the lack- of sucti majors on that Republ.ican-Conservative 
couldn't have missed the the staff, I would like to ta~e votes were split among Sullivan, 
explanation in the editor's letter· this opportunity to invite you to Leonald Snow and lforhcrt 
(which you apparently studied join us in the preparation of the Warren. 
at length), -1 _ '75 Cayugan. If you could take Some of the frustration 
~II slander aside, 1 l-~,m respect the time to write suet~ a preva i I ing ' at Republican 
your position , as a serious, pointless letter, you should b_e headquarters was eased as Gary --
dedicated musician but you able to direct you energy· and Lee won out over Ithaca Ma)'or 
must realize there. are blank talent· in a more positive Edward Conley for the 
number of other students ·011 this direction. ,Please contact any of Assemhly seat of the I '.?8th 
campus. ·You felt that the Music the editors if you have any district. Conley did hold an early 
· School should have .been better stfggestions, or· information . of lead over Lee, finding his 
-r-epi:esented, which l can -- _activ~tie~ you feel should be -support in the city. /\s out of 
11ppreciate; 'tiowev~r, you, in _ covered _ by · one . of our city returns began to pour in i'I: 
t1,1rn, should _try_ to. understand phptographers. . became evident that Lee would 
thanlie staff chtise-one side of a., _ I ~would, _also. invite you to be the winner. . • 
~l!"Y faceted . c~·llege _ and · a~d · me in arr-.inging ye~rbook Election 1974 seemed to have 
repr~sented that. ,It goes without . pictures ~or the ~reek section_ hy , been an apt display of voter 
saying. '.tha·. t ·11 ·· .. ~ . ; · encouraging tbe Greek muSJcal discontent all over· the country . co egc 1s -a time ,or h" · · · f 
-serious 't -d .-. · .. d . - h ·hi orga 1zat1ons to contact me or as Democrats won landslide 
, •· 
5 u_ Ym~}n, _wort-~•, !e - an· appoititmeitt as,_ soon . ii!:> victories all over the nat1on.·lt is· 
., P_Ctsonal _l)etterm~t;- we.-w~l-ijit possible. . · · evident that'- the wounds of 
rem~l!lbfC, ~ha~ .as:·--~ ··:ii~ ·_. of · ·· · -Watergate ha.ve not yet· healed 
,_ltij_a_ca :.College.·- The( •hours: r,of . . 
;s~U:dy,'..--pci:ctice/. an~ "rehearsal· . Sincerely, · and that rampant tnl1ation i!, 
b '· ·· ,. -.. 1 ,..... - · · - .. • .~th Reese - p,reval~i:tt· 'in -the minds of all 
.. _·· '.t .,:!P~~~~:'..an~h .. ~f ~~a1!11'1rid .. '74 & '7S ·Cayuliim staff voters. 
_.:I_ :/;ttS~½:4~~;~~~~~~~~:.--~~;~::·;;~:·~~:~:;·;-:.-..:-.- ~· .. 
languages. 
Guiora and l11s researd1 
as~ociates 11ri111t:d 87 stuuents 
with akhohol and dnlleJ them 
on certain words they .hl·ard on 
tape. The team discoVl'red that 
the effect of .alchohol produces a 
rough. b.:11-shuped curve in the 
ability of thl' stuuents to 
pronunciate till' st1ange woru~. 
Students who were given no 
alclll>hol had ,1 1 ough ·ll me 
overcommg what (iuwra tt:rms 
"the language ego". an 
mh1hition that make~ 1t difficult 
for persons to pronounce words 
of a foreign toungul'. 
Those who rl'Ceivl'tl mmkratc 
amounts. ove1ca111e thl' "ego" 
and hat! fillfl' trouhlt: 111 
speaking. Larger amounU, ol 
alchohol indUt:l•d 1111pa11,·d 
learn111g anu spl'ech tl1~ahtlity. ~o 
it should he noll'd (iumra tine~ 
not frcl you have to he sloi'fr 
d1 unk to learn langu;1gl's. 
'"Moul'rntl··· tliflcr~ tor l'Vl'I y 
pcr~on. so Guiora fccb cad1 Olll' 
should t:xpenmL·nt with what 
would help him nr hl'r~ell. 
Other Forum participant~., 111 
come from Carneg1e-Mellon, 
Temple. C'ornt:11 Jnd Purdue 
Umversihes. and many branches 
of the State University of New 
York. 
The Forum\ thre,· days will 
ht· pal'keu with 4~ session~ 
attral·ting lllOtl' tl:J:1 : .JOU 
people. · ir .. ·fuding ,om, ~00 
pn,)fe(;;,innJI hi-.:t_nn in ... 
Congress 
, 011ri1111ecl 1, ,,,,1 11, 
The Discussion 11 , ,I lllt:!ld-
ment would be d1sr1J1nl';.J1tll\ m 
that Congress de111:1nd, th,tt .111 
clubs and organi1.i lion, 1 t't'O"· 
n1zed hy Congress 11.ih· llpt:~; 
llll'll1hersl11p. "l,ve1~ c,,11~11tuuo11 
nas lo bl' op,·n I ,,1 ,., cl\ one· .. 
Robin Ga!l'ly. ,\l'tl\lLll'~- t ,,1;1-
mitte..:. 
The d1scussion"R,1b11, 
(;,it.:I) .Acti,1t1,·~ t llll11111L1,·,· 
Ct>rtain dub 1,·p, !lll\\ m 
cong.tt·ss ha\'c ~1 ~ua 1 ... ·11tl'l' nl 
b.:111g ' dcctl'd <>lll\l die' 
Orgamzational Cau,·u, "\\'e· h.11 l' 
110 gua1l'ntt"l" hH th,· ·11111d 
World."" C.ll'l,1 Wtlh.1111s.-;Lud,·111 
Rep tn th~· Board "' I ru,Le·,·,. 
!low l'.111 anyone··, ,·ke·t1,111 1,,. 
1nsl1lt'd '? ··c.,n y,,u !,'.ll,11 e'll tl'l' 
,I 11 y l" I l' l' l I O 11 • • • H I I I 
Sha) lll',h>rl·n~il-.:. Rep 
,\nd lhl' lkhat,· ,·u11t111u,·d 
The resolution·\ ,.ill lu1 Lile' 
qlll'Slloll. and till' \l>l111µ hq?.111' 
-\ littk lllOll' lh,111 h.dl \\,ly 
lhrouµh th<: v,>ll' .1 qu,,111111 
•,·mml ,~ ,·.ilkd. l'hl· v,>ll"' will 
now abo ~l'IVl' a~ ,1 qu<l1L1111 
c114nl. The ~ntl' l·omc~ 111 31 
Voll'~,, ,111d 31 llll'lll h,·1, 11,'c'<kd 
101 J quo1u111 Th,· .1111,·11<l111cn1 is 
l'iL·arly ( why .1t,· ( ,,11µ1,·ss 
111cn1her~ ~till qu,·,t1on111µ 11 ·• 1 
dekated ~IX fn1.IX .1ga111,L. .111d 
Sl'Vl'll abstention, 
The post-resolution lllll' 
111 l' Jll h l" I ll I ( \l 11 le! I l',, 
lt·.ivt·s.anoth..:1 . 011,· n1 I wo 
loll ow. The1 l' -~ 110 lonµl'I .1 
<jlllll'lllll. ··W,· ~till ,·,111 l·1111dlll"I 
hus111l·~~.h11t no lll<llion, ,·,111 h,· 
111,1uc. except one to .1d1,H1111.·· 
Bill Jaffe.Parlinwnt.111,111 ·1 h,·1,· 
,Ire some Clllllllll'nh.th,· 111,·,·t1nµ. 
Jdiourn~. 
Condusioni\11 1111,·,,11,·,·11111,11.,i 
( ·ongrl'SS a1 tJl°ll' l'llch 
Faculty 
( OJI /lllll('c/ / I 01,'/ /11/~I 
lhl' llllllll'uiall' CillllPlh ,lll',I 
Many !acuity ..:xp1l1,wd u,11,·c111 
H lhl~ lllllVl' l)l'l'all~\' , ii I he• c·,isy 
accc~sihihty of th,· pil'SC'lll 
llflll'l'. Tl11s ,~ 1111po11:1111 1111 
,a{ety rl',ISOII~ .111d ., "" 
conVCllll'l1Cl' 
I-
i 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
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By Cindy Schwartz 
. ~('! ., :- . 
spend much of their free ~e 
-boning up on trivia and takinl!: 
on challenges. T.hey mastermind 
"T · , l gy" is the science of . weekly ·triv:ia bouts on WMEX 
tri · nv}°t wing all the facts of radio in Boston; Mass., !l,nd often 
lit:1:·w:~~r importance,-based' handle up ~o, fifteen thousand 
th bility for total recall and callers a - night. On Saturday, 
On Saturday night, November Berklee --. Schoo( of Music in for bis _. p~eo'.ul dru·mming. 
16th, the . Cornell Concert Boston when Chick, 1lleited by a • Bassist ·oanny Trifan studied-
Com~ori will bring to Bailey tape a friend· of Al's had ·played,. classicai piano from· age 4 to 17., 
Hal( Chick Corea with, Return 'to called hirii". "I just coul4p 't. and. nearly turned. professional. 
Forever _and the Eleventh House_ · believe· · it," Al recalls. ..Three. Danny first listened to jazz -iii 
with Larry Coryell. These two . days lat«?rwe· were playing to a 1966.r- -but by 1969, he was 
on e a . d T when they appear here on 
a br?ad soc1al backgrou1:1 ·. wo they will take on all 
· groups and their leaders are s~ld'0ufhouse at Carnegie Hall." . 'playing lead guitar or bass in 
premier names in the jazz-rock . Retum · to.. Forever's. new_ bands that .ran~ed _ from Trivia Masters, Joe Alb1aru an_d campus, , 
0 · G ld will be appearin8 comers. Stu~ents c~n choose to field. · ' ·music has been- brighten~g! folk-rock to Top Forty pop,rock enrus O en, . ·, '1·: ask them a- question, or may 
Saturd~Y, ~~;im~: 
9
tf0 ~ ~;:e. choose to try to ans~er Albia_ni's 
At first Chick Corea's- peo'ple across the country and to avant~de/free -form jazz 
reputation. as a ·com1>_<?5er and around the world. Their -focus while attending , Princeton 
keyboard· virtuoso was confined on communicatio_~ has helped University. When . trumpeter 
_to an elite circle of musicians. · thelfl accompµsh the difficult· Randy Brecker came back to·the 
He played with Miles D~vis, . feat of hitting home -even wl!,en ·· U.S. after a State· Department 
Elvin Jones, Mongo Santamaria, the tunes tpey play are goodwill tour, Al Kooper was 
Herbie Mann and Stan Getz, arid ,1 unfamiliar to the audience.. putting together·· the ,original 
his tunes have been recorded by Chick summed u_p, in a recent -Blood, Sweat, and Tears. Randy-
Mahavishnu John McLaughlin, Rolling Stone interview, the· became. lead horn player iri that 
Gary Burton, and Larry Coryell. beauty of- Return. to Forev~r. p,1oneer jazz•rock outfit. 
Ha~.· ~t · and Golden's questions. ·Pnzes 
Alb1am, an attorney, and will . be awarded . to · those 
Golden, a high school teacher, students who successfully stump 
Sign-up for 
you-r COJ>Y of 
the I97S 
CAYUGAN. 
Fridays until 
Dec._ 20, 
11-lo'clock 
in the ·Union 
Lobby. 
It's only $5! 
.-
\ 
the experts. · The event is 
sponsored by the Weekend 
Activities Board (WACY) of the 
Students Activities - Board. It 
promises- to be an· exciting, 
brain-draining and .teeth-gritting 
event. 
Conference-~ 
Chick's new band, Return to "What matters_ ~. the . effect· Keyboards-man-synthesist Mike 
Forever, is special. They are now- created on people, the emoti9nal Mandel bas· been blind since the 
amung their presentations feeling of a ·_concert. And if Y?u age of S. ·He backed such late 
toward the kind of listener who can combine that feeling with fifties-early sixties rock ·•n · roll 
would rather · participate · in really good musicianship and starts as Gene. Vincent, Bobby 
music than analyze it. "We're all . technique, you have a . very ' ,Vee, and Jan & Dean: Always an 
·--writing music now that will. beautiful means for improviser, Mike 'first became 
continued from page 
1 
- communicate to audiences who communicating moments of highly serious about his music 
isolate a "mentally ill" person aren't familiar with out way of.· truth." when he was introduced to the 
from society as did tradltional playing ... We )'Vl!-~t people to have Over the past · nine yea~. keyb~ard wfz~rdry of Oscar 
institutions, and allow.. an fun with our music, dance, to it, Larry Coryell's, guitar work has Pete'rson. In l 971, ~andeJ added 
individual to maintain their self sing it," Chick said in a recent adorned innumerable albums, _ synthesizer to his repertoire. 
respect and basic civil right~ iJ!terview. . including_ nine as· leader. Every Besides the ~oup's jlbility 
which, according to Silverman, Return to Forever is Chick on album Larry has record~d has to fuse jazz and rock,. it cohered 
they were denied in institutions. keyboards (electric piano, received endless· compliments· during the recording of its debut 
Currently both New York ·synthesizers, organ, and froin critics everywhere; His live album into an incredibly tight 
State and California are clarinet), Stanley Clarke on bass, performances with his ow_n 11 nit with , instaneous 
beginning to employ community Lenny· White on drums; and Al band, as well as a brief period as communication ' and response 
mental health programs. The Di Meola on guitar. ·st~nley- a third of Jack - Bruce a1:1d between its ·me~bers. -Their, 
slow process of changing began playing violin and cello at '·Friends with ex-Cr~am bassISt brilliant debut album, The 
society's attitudes towards the age of fifteen. He Bruci.: and ex-Hem,tnx drummer Eleventh House, speaks for 
mental health has begun, and the consistently wins "Bassist of the Mitch Mitchell were equally well itself. 
IC conference will hopefully Year" awards and last year won received. Some claim the Eleventh 
examine and expand upon this awards in the Melody Maker The Eleventh Hous~, the House is the pre!Jli.er jazz-rock 
progress. Jazz Poll and the Down Beat name of his new band, comes ensemble anywhere. After 
. 1974 International Critics Poll. from the fact that, November I6th's double concert 
Lenny White has played with astrologically, it is Larry's - the Cornell audience will be 
such notables as Miles Davis, Gil stongest house, · indicating new hard-pressed-to decide. 
Evans, Stan Getz, and Jackie friends and hope. 
McLean. Guitarist" Al DiMeola is The drummer, -~phonse Special Added Attra~tion wiJl be 
the newest membeT of·Retum to Mouzon, can play twel'?e . u; b 1 Urbaniak and Fusion. Forever. Al was studying at the in.i;truments, but- is most note'1 ' '""~ _ae . , 
GREEN l I GHT SPEC/Al 
W-hen ·green lite' is on·. 
our cold ·cut subs sell at the 
amazing low pric,e of· 89C-' plus tax_ 
JNCLU/J/:.S, lelluce. tomato salad dressi11~. 
3 · kinds of Oscar Mayer ('old c11ts and cheese. 
tJNIVERSITY DELI 
.. 
COLLEGETOWN. -408·.E: STATE .272-717.1· 
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· H~alih care + E~onom-ics 
. .) . . . . 
_Next 
semester it 
will cost $7 
to order 
- . ', -,. 
Bt_idging the gap , 
• j - • • - • -
A-F 
PAY FEES HERE 
~ 
Now that getting sick iri 
America is more expensive than 
ever, an Ithaca College 
economist is bringing 
academicians and practitioners . 
together to decide whether there 
ts an ".irreconcilable gap" 
between health care and health 
economics. 
Frank W. Musgrave of the 
College's School of Humanities 
and Schiences has invited 
economists, planners, 
' researchers, administrators, 
sociologists and policy makers to 
the campus to debate publicly 
the several _issues central to 
health care in a two-day session, 
November 8-9. Topics for 
discussion inlude national health 
insurance, comprehensive health 
planning, alternatives to 
institutionalization of the aged, 
and the effects of medical ethics 
and training in medical schools 
pn health care delivery. 
Among the invited speakers 
are Dr. Ralph S. EmersoQ, 
president-elect of the New York' 
State Medical Society; Dr. 
Norman Moore, chairman of the 
New York State Public Health 
Council; Monroe Berkowitz, 
head of the Disability and 
Health Economics Research Unit 
at Rutgers University; Dr. James 
O'Brien, executive directoi of 
NY-PENN-Binghamton (a 
·comprehensive health planning 
organization), and Dr. William C. 
F.elch, member of the Legislative 
· Council of the American Medical 
Association. 
Musgrave, who has been 
lecturing on health economics to 
nursing home administrators as 
part of ·1thaca College's 
continuing edu_cation 'program, 
said that both academicians and 
practitioners stand to benefit 
from a mutual exhange of ideas. · 
He conceived of this symposium 
to -provide such a forum -for 
exchange, and proceeded to win 
support for it _ from his own 
school as well as from the 
College's-School of Allied Health 
Professions and -Center for 
Individual and Interdisciplinary 
Studies. 
-''This_ kind- of meeting js 
particularly relev;mt at Ithaca 
College,"· Musgrave said, '.'where 
we have the mix of liberal arts 
education and professional 
schoofs. Students and the public 
will be able to see Eugene 
·-Ar,nold of the Tompkins Co\lnty 
Hospitl}-1, disc'!ss his stand on 
reimbursement ~lans with 
George Manton of Blue Cross 
headquarters. in Syracuse and 
nonald Davidq(f of the State 
Health Department." 
r Audience · participation is 
encouraged, Musgrave said and 
the public :inay attend all 
sessions _of the symposium by 
registering outside Room 202 of 
the Scien_ce , Building between 
:8:15J and 9:15 A.M. Friday 
(Nov. 8). The registration fee is 
$12. For further information 
call 274-3355. ' 
Other Ithaca College faculty 
members participating are ·Dr. J. 
David Hammond, director of 
Health Services; Stephen M. 
Schneeweiss, vice provost for 
research administration, and 
professors of health care 
administration Harold J. <?ohen, 
Sue- Gordon and Alan. Pezaro. 
'ON~ 4 C.OU'VE AJr "PREffi' QtX)[)'!.. 
MALE. CR FE1MLE WOULD B£ SUFFICIENT'' 
Presents 
your copy 
of the 1975 
CAYUGAN 
Do it now 
for $6. 
fun and dining in a way to beat inflation 
YOUR OWN ADVENTURE- YOUR OWN ODYSSEY- IN THE REALM OF THE "MEAT AND 
DRINK OF MORTALS" BEGINS AT THE ODYSSEY. 
Appelizers 
Chilled tomato juice 
Clams casino 
.50 Shrimp cocktail 
2.75 Escargot provencale 
Soups_ 
Onion soup au gratin ..95 
House Speciallies 
Roast pri~e rib~ au jus 4.95 Surf and Turf 
Mousiaka a la Odyssey 
Beef a la Duch casserole 
Calves liver, bacon and onions 
Steak en brochette, mushrooms, onions 
Sauteed sliced filet mignon bordelaise 
Slealcs · 
Sliced Flank Steak smothered onions, mushrooms 
New York sirloin, onion rings ' 
Fi let mignon, mushroom cups 
Seo ~ood Speciollies 
3.25 
3.15 
4.25 
4.95 
5.95 
2.75 
2.75 
8.95 
3.95 
5.95 
6.95 
Stuffed shrimp crabmeat 4.95 
Jumbo lobster tails, drawn butter 8.95 
Sauteed ryiushrooms 1.50- Onion Rings · .90 
All ab·ove served wilbpolalo and salad. 
Try·our. Greelc Slyle House Dressing on your salad. 
House wine only served by the glass .80 
Red rose white l /2 carafe 2.25 
full carafe 3.95 
TAKE 968 (:·Cliff St-Hospital") IN THE OCTOPUS AT THE END OF STATE STREET-------S MILES 
_··J654 Trumansb\jrg Rd. 
Ithaca, N.Y.. 272-2422 
·open Datly,_4 p.m. to:·l a.m. 
· ·sun~· 1·p~·m."t.o 1 a.m. 
- ~._ ". '-.':~:, . 
• _. _,..!_ ........ _:..:'...'. _ ______..!__' .. •' 
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ITNAflltKS 
B!Y Sam Milgti.m 
Dr. Strangelove or How I learned to stop 
Worrying and Love the Bomb is in my opinion one 
of the most brilliant films ever concieved, written 
or directed. ·stanley Kubrick (of Clockwork 
Orange fame) not only wrote this excellent 
screenplay, but also directed it. Basically, the story 
is this: A General in the Stategic Air Command, 
General lack D. Rippetpiterling Hay.den) sends an 
Air Force Bomber" wing off to bomb the Soviet 
Union with Nuclear devices. He does this solely for 
the reason that he is convinced that there is a red 
conspiracy whose object it is "To pollute our 
precio~ body fluids." According to the General; 
both· water fluoridation and women are part of 
this conspiracy to "Steal our essence." 
If this sounds crazy to you, the rest of the film 
is asJ insane in some parts and more insane in µiost. 
Peter Sellers portrays Group Captain Lionel 
Mandrake, President Muffley and Dr. Strangelove. 
Dr. Strangelove is a misplaced Nazi· whose ~ght 
hand perpetually raises itself uncontrollably in a 
fascist salute. George C. Scott plays General Buck 
Turgidson, the military expert who should know 
what's going on, but! doesn't. Keenan Wynn play~ 
Col. Bat Guana, the army man who does ·what he 
is told. Finally, Slim Pickens plays Maj. T. J. King 
Kong, the pilot who tides his plane-rather than 
flies it - wearing a coWboy hat and other frontier 
garb ... 
The film is a sa'tirical view of what could really 
happen; certainly enough to make its point with 
the audience stick. The magesty of this brilliant 
film lies in the fact that director/writer Kubrick 
can create such a very serious film that is also 
simply hysterical. Dr. Strangelove will be 
. presented on Thurs. at 9:30 and Fri. at 7 and 9:30 
in Tl02 for $.SO. 
Sat. and Sun. brings one of the more interesting 
films of the year, The Ruling Classs. What 
probably differentiates this film from many othets 
is ithe audience reaction. The ILuling 
C I a s s i s .. e i t h e r loved or hated. 
The plot basically centers around a member of the 
"ruling class" who, after being committed to an 
asylum for several years, is finally released. All is 
fine except that the returning son of aristocracy 
now believes he is the son of God. As could be 
expected, the rest of the relations descend to claim 
their fortun·e and the results. are hilarious. !The 
Ruling Class is recommendeq viewing and will be 
presented on Sat. and Sun. at 7 and 9:30 in Tl02 
for $.7S. Coming up ai-the Ithaflicks, The 
Naughty 90 and Fellini Satyricon., More next 
week. 
For cats· who like 
putting on tq.e dog 
-THE SALTY iJOG 
We're the swihgJ.est- · 
· pl8ice .-.i:n ·town 
Ithaca, New.York 
,;;.-~& Sat: HOT swtir1·:· 
liifl·. (IRd Tonia ·/~ss. I/Jt1n·_S1t· 
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Doctor ·No-with:· 
a Gerinan. accent·.· 
. . ,_ . : - -
', 
' by ~teve Swartz 
von s~roheim (there's no guess~work ~ to who are 
·-_ t~e bad ~_oys here); the man-who-plays the part of 
'S'imon W1esenthal · (he -tracked down Eichman in · 
The year is 1963; the place .is Harttburg, South America in the_ e~!Y '60's) is such a nebbish 
Germany. 'Journalist Peter Miller comes across the.. t~t one-wonders how he finds his clothes in the 
diary of an oldlJewish man who has committed" · morning (film~makers r~minding us that things are 
sui~ide. The diary detail$ the man's life in a n~t what they weem); .and, the ultimate in 
German concentration camp in World 'Y{ar II; the credibility-strainers: our hero gets pushed µnder a 
young journalist (played by Jon Voight) is deeply - SfC~d.ing subway train and. rolJ,s out of ~e way in 
moved by the account of t_he atrocities, and he -time to escape -any injury (I was dismayed to see 
decides to track down the· camp's commandant _ that there is no graffiti on the· German trains; I 
(who supposedly was seen by the suicide victim a expected to see at l_east a few "Ludwig 146's" 
few weeks prior to. his death) The search for The scraw:led along the side). - . 
Odessa File has begun, and with it· a film full of The James Bondian · sub-plot involves the 
excitement, and lots of Sturm and Drang. _ ex-concentration camp commandant (played by· 
The Odessa File taken from the novel of the Maximillian Schell, · looking very German) 
same name by Fredrick Foryth (he also wrote Day - producing tactical missil~s for Nasser to use against 
of the Jackal) is a film filled with suspense, ev~n Israel._ This_ -.W~ poorly pre~ented (even:_though 
though some of the gimmicks used. to speed the Forsyth clauns it to be based-on fact), ·as was the 
film-along are,stock for this genre: there is an evil final confrontation between Miller and tb,e SS 
agent behind every phone booth, agents and man. Schell -':"'ind~ up sounding lik~ a-Nazi p_r. No, 
double- agents are constantly brutalizing the hero, and Jon Voight ·IS hard-pressed to keep a stiff,· 
the hero's. girl friend (played by Mary Tam) is a Aryan upper-lip 
fantastic-l?o~ng app~e streudel(al~?.?u~ whe?, Although The Odessa File begs to be. taken 
gun play is mvolv~d, it becomes 3: mens ~nly seriously as ·an indictment of the brutality that 
cl1:1b), and there 1S" a Jam.es -B0nd1an sub-p1ot ·to· rages amongst us, it· succeeds oniy on tht:; thrills 
raise the stakes of the hero s guest. and chills front The fact th t SS b h 
Although the film proves to be thrilling in the are still alive ~nd well a :a~! .. u~ (~_rs 
long run, I still got the feeling of being ~ Ge ar?un_ • ._e war m 
manipulated by the film-makers (I hate that resprmecatabnylethhey chthanygedttherrd namdes,-dand _becah~e 
f li . · l 1 f ,~ ere e ge par one an wnte t eir ee ng, 1t eaves a s ow a ter-burn-somewhat memoirs) ·is · f "ght · t · b t h- fil 
similar to the taste one gets after sucking on a treats this ph a n emng p:otspec ' rfu_ ~ lel m 
gherkin that's been aroung too long) The former -· The·Od enoFmilen~n mt uthc Too sulpeTh1c1a y. 
"SS" · h O essa e 1s a e emp e eater 
_ ~en that mak.e up t e dessa gan~ all look The Odessa Eile is t Th T · 
hke they grew up on the same blc.r:k with Erich · · 8 e em_ple Theater. 
,fl. Music Box ·f 
..... 
An !nformal talk on the making of an opera singer will The premiere of a new piece by Malcolm Lewis will be 
be given at Ithaca Colleg's Walter Ford Hall Monday featured In a concert by the Ithaca College Persusslon 
alternoon, NO'!f. 11,- by opera star Enrico de Giuseppe, Ensemble at Walter Ford Hall Thursday, November 7. The 
who Is making his first appearance In Ithaca. The lecture, 8:15 p.m. event, directed by Wllllam Youhass, Is free t 
free to the public, Is at 4 p.m. the i>ubllc. - . 
. Lewis' Four Prints Posed Before a Plastic Prism Is 
Brass music of the 20th century will be featured In a study. In dynamics, color, pitch and non-pitch. Using.both 
concert by the Ithaca Brass Quintet at Ithaca College a traditional and modified serial form of composition 
Monday evening, Nov. 11. The event , which begins at Lewis has written separate sections for wood, metal an 
8:15 p.m. in Walter Ford Hall, is open to the public membrane percussion Instruments. The composer Is 
without charge. member of the College ml.Isle faculty. 
Motets and madrigals, sacred and secular, will be The Ithaca College School· of Music wlll i:elebrate 
performed by the Ithaca College Madrigal Singers under Festival of Contemporary Music 'with five days-of modern 
the -direction of James E, Porterfield, Jr. In a, concert at music performances Nov. 17-21. All of the programs· ar 
the School of Music Friday, Nov. 8. The public ls tnvitect..ln Walter Ford Hall anc:i free to the public. T·ne-festlva 
to attend the concert at 8:15 P,M. in~ Walter Ford Hi1111 will open at 8:15 P.M. · 
free of charge. ' · 
~I'- 1(}2.; ·-SOc ··a 
., ,.• · . 
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First ~'rtighfcluD-L a success 
By Cindy Schwartz 
The first Nightclub Night, 
' organized by-- the Crossroads 
Committee of the Student 
Activities Board, was held last 
Sa_turday night. The event, one. 
-of the· first major attempts by 
1lie Crossroads to change its 
coffeehouse image, · drew an 
overwhelmingly unexpected 
crowd of close to two hundred..· 
people. 
The evening, arranged much 
·on the line of a real nightclub, 
was quite · · professional, }!ob 
Knoll ac.ted as_'the maitre'd who 
greeted people at the door, and 
·was assisted by Nanci Boruchoff, 
who also acted as Fashion 
Coordinator for the . female 
· performers. The - tables were 
servicP.d bv bar waitresses. which 
was .arranged by Howard Bloom 
of the· Weekend A:ctivitie~ 
Committee of SAB (which also 
provided the money for the 
event). 
The night stated off almost an 
hour late, due to the trouble 
incurred in seating the large 
number of people. Chuch Rit~r 
(Student Director of .the Cross-
·roads) came on first to welcome 
the audience to the Nightclub 
Night. Fred Raker, acting as the 
Master of Ceremonies appeared 
next to warm up the audience 
for an evening of entertainment, 
and also made several 
appearances between acts doing 
skr~s and 'impersonations. He is a 
first rate comedian and did a 
great job as M.C. P~ggy Frost 
. performed a . medley of 
' -
Steinhaus, -on ,:-Piano;· and al.so 
accompanied by Harry Skolar on 
clarinet; Riel( Schumacher on 
drums; Ed Roth on guitar; and . 
George Ploska on bass and 
banjo. . 
· In general, the event came 
across well. The audience 
seemed excited with the idea of 
a nightclub, complete with 
candle lit tables,waitresses,a bar, 
a n d a d a n c e floor . 
The entertainment was fair, -and 
could have been more diversified 
, and more experienc~d. This may 
be due to the fact that the 
Crossroads Committee did not 
go out. looking for talent, but 
had the talent come to them. 
There -,.were many' small 
mistakes and loopholes in event, 
such as poor lighting,(floodlights 
were needed) poor sound, and 
poor seatjng arrangements. Yet 
the Crossroads Committee is 
. aware -of these mistakes and 
plans to correct them in · the 
future. "Plans are tentative for 
another Nightclub Night by the 
end of the - semester, and 
definitely by _ February,", 
according to Chuck Riter. They 
?Ian to hold the Nightclub Night 
once more in the Crossroads and 
Buffer Lounge(by reservations 
only), to see if they can once 
again prove a packed house. If 
so, from there they plan to move 
down into the Union Cafeteria. 
1n .,overview, Chuch Riter 
said, "I was pleased with the 
- entertainment and especially 
with the band-Peter Steinhaus 
was fantastic. He had many 
rehearsals with the girls 
during the week, and his time 
was well appreciated." 
targum 
crossword 
contemporary songs and show 
tunes, : . d ·was lively, but her act 
was definit~ly tqq df!!Wn out. 
Kim· ~~!IJ.<f. v,>p; .a folksinger · .· ~ · · ~~.-; 
who :laer¢d'-~;:vivaciousness and . 
vitality. slie would . have been 
more effective in front of a small 
intimate crowd, as the ~udience 
seemed to want a high spirited 
peitormance, which it did not 
receive. Cindy Vita was the next 
act, being backed up by the 
-DixielandJ)and. The audier,ce w~ 
getting the life it 'Yilnted to see, 
but Cindy ,Vita did !_lot seem 
professional enough in her vocal 
performance. · _ 
Unfortunately, the -planning 
and order of the acts was poor' 
and the limited varie_ty shown by 
this point in, the show caused 
many people to leave.- . 
The Dixieland Jazz . Band, 
known· as Prelude, was the 
magnetism and energy of the 
show. It was too bad that Jhey 
didn't start off the show, and 
then do another set when they. 
finally did appear. The audie_nce 
seemed to enjoy the band, and 
several couples .took advantage 
of· 11ie'1 b}'eri' 'floor' a,n(i~ danced. : 
The band was lead by Peter· 
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ONE OF A KIND 
This Saturday, November 9, at 12:15 P.M., Irene 
Yellow will present part I of a "one of a kind" special 
featuring Diana Ross and the Supremes. Hear the groups 
early great hits and the first part of their success story •. 
That's Diana Ross and The Supremes on Irene Yellow"s 
"one of a kind", on WICB FM-91 
PROBE 
"The Theology of Liberation: Chilean Politics" will be 
the subject of "Probe" to be broadcast on WICB-FM on 
Saturday. November 9. at 11 A.M. and on WICB-AM on 
Sunday, November 10 at 9 A.M •. The featured guest will 
be Joel GoJardo, a Chilean, who will discuss the liberation 
theory and other aspects of Chllean politics. The program 
hosts are Phil Liol and Robin Fisher. 
I AM WOMAN 
Abortion will be the topic of discussion as Father 
David Mura joins Hostess Shar'bn Messinger on" I am 
Woman'ihls Saturday evening on WI CB-AM from 4-4:30 
pm and on WICB-FM from 6:30-7PM. I am Woman is a 
tl!'~!nn~l3t:rh/!JI'~ lil!~Rfl\M:i.roles of both males and 
BEATLES/BEACH BOYS 
The music of the Beatles and Beach Boys will be 
featured exclusively on WICB-FM Saturday evening, 
November 9th, from 7-UPM on the Frank Carpano 
Program. This special program will be an all request show. 
Requests can be phoned in at 274-3216. 
ITHACA HAPPENINGS 
"rhe Big Brother Pr~ram.,will be the topic of .<1iscuss,on 
on~thaca Happenlngs"this Friday evening at 6:15 pm on 
WICB-FM. Join Host Roger Chlocchi as he speai.rs with 
Steve Lemmey. The Public Relations coordinator of the 
Tompkins Cou,ity big brnth{)r ·Big Sister program, and 
Shelley Block, ,l Partic1pating'big Sister:" 
SPEAKING OF IC 
This week listen in as Host Fred Raker speaKS with 
Dlrec.!,_or of Campus Activities, Dave Knowlton~peaking 
of IC'"l's presented each Sunday at noon on WI CB-AM. 
'(;( 
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In the Unic>n. Sat. Nov;·9 
7:30-1 :00 Admission $1.00 
OVIES: laurel and Har~y Marx Brotllers 
T/Jree Stooges 
8:1/,S - 10:JO · 
BEER. 2St Drafts S for $1 7:JO - 1:00 
10:JO - 1:00. 
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·- · · · T.M .. ,Gett'ing_~-·nigh.. ·--
L eUJ is: dynainic pe~(o~m'ance - or Staying high 
By Cindy Schwartz 
Michael Lewis is a prett), 
powerful piano player. He is alsc 
a really fine singer; and the 
combination of the two resulted 
in a dynamic 1>erformance in the 
. , . . d": he Y were . all A lot of people have asked- · minutes twice a day) while 
Crossroads by the blind, emation-packed and vibrant,. about the difference between .. -- -- . . . . . !t. -d- -
t ty f' ld t rt · · playing up his vocal dexte ·ty manJu~a requ11es re~ea e use 
wen • ive year O • ~n e amer . . ~ · mari,iuana and Transcendental· for b0enefits, which are not· 
whose home base IS m London, LeWis is generally considered Meditation now that TM bas t I ('f th . 
0 t · a coffeehouse pe fo , · · na ura i ey . wer~- you n an~. . " , r ~mer. come into increasing popularity· , wouldn't need the dru ) and 
. Lev.:is puts so much of himself However, .. 1 n:1 n~! a fol~su~ger on campus. The difference, therefore do not --lasf. ' And 
mto his performances. The songs by class1f1cation,. he insist:'. basically is one of getting high or' d T .M ... It . the 
he played and sang ranged from Yet, I can picture · LeWis . . secon , · · cu ures 
tender to violent protest songs, effectively performing in a ~;g hir. ]d ff t d f h t nervo~ system to spont~ne_ously 
· variety of situations-in an e s ou us em~ w a support the heightened 
,.. Who sang the theme song for Roy Rogers? Who was the announcer intimate-coffehouse, in a bar on yte mean by "high". _Un~~r the, awareness Which comes about' 
: ~ a player piano, and also in a mfi:uence of TH~, ~nd1V1duals. natur:i,llY as_ one continues the 
i ,. concert arena His music is such uniformly expenence a practice, whµe drugs at best can SAB Presents: ~ that his c1ea; crisp voi-<:e and subjective stat~ of "ex~anded. give a: fleeting glimpse _ at _the 
~-., 
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Direct From WMEX 
·Radio in Boston 
The Amazing_ 
Trivia Masters 
Sat. Nov. 9 
i;- expert piano piaying abilities can ~wareness", whic~ may mclude possibilities· of expanded 
" b . t d . ll th increased perception and sensual awareness. 
.. e apprec1a e m a ose . t hight d t r 
:11 environments, which is unusual iml ptu , d ente bil~en \ Because every. aspect of the i · and fairly unique. a er nes~ an grea er a 1 Y O • life of an individual who has · 
~--· Wh t ·t · · d abstracuon. be d · T M b · · t 
_ a was qui e impressive an Unfortunately; this subjective. en omg . . egms o 
commendable on the part of t t f d 1 ~-v·ng m· i·ts improve as a result of increased ::!: • • s a e soon a es, ea 1 I · f · · d ~ Lewis, 1s that he cares so much k t· n of dullness c anty · o mm and a more ~ . · wa e a sensa 10 , · ll f 
about the people who attend his lethargy and generally "burned norma y unctioning nervous 
~ performances. He played at the t" Th e n 18. that the. system, any measurement or 
•· · C d thr · ht l t ou1/ · e r aso b' t· tud f d 
ui rossroa _s ee mg s as l\l)ffOUS system is being pushed o Jee 1ve s y · ·per orme on 
Q we~k, and also at_ the Pub _for a to experience more than its· meditators doing T.M. will show · 
c. while_. Ind pfreparat1onhfor t~s,thhe natural ability via· the a superior performance over, a 
~ practice o~ many ours m e introduction of a chemical control group. · 
-· Crossroads 1n the afternoons, t To date, over 200 separate 
; also_ checking out. all . of the ag~~ differs tremendously studies have been published on 
; eqmpment. Such smcenty and f th b' r st te f the benefits of T.M., including 
" "' 3 
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•w 
responsibility is rare. · rom e su Jee ive a 0d increased energy, improved 
His sets included songs by expanded awa~eness pMro~: academic -·performance,. greater 
"f ·thf I f ·k f lk. s"- byregularprachceofT. · e intell_igence gr-owth rate,,c.reatly 
(L al . 'tu,' ) unh Y Elt 
O 
1
1
eh objective studies have verified ., 
ew1s enn sue as on o n, · T M decreased anxiety and increased 
8 PM Ford Hall 
::!: the Eagles, and Randy Newman. th~t every_one who _does · · self-actualization. 
FREE .I g He also played a lot of songs by 8'.1ms . hei~tened aware?ess 'At Ithaca College almost 200 ~ friends in Canada and a {Including increased perception, students and faculty are 
g considerable amount of his own ~ental alertness, . etc.) and · practicing T.M. twice daily. T.M. 
Prizes for Stumping 
the Experts 
0 material. incr_ea~ed min d ·_bod?" is taught exclusively by the 
~ Lewis closed... up his coord1nation, the gain .15 Students Int e rnaLtional 
J> performances with a devastating ~ermanent and. does not rade _m Meditation Society, a non-profit 
; version of "See Me, Feel Me, time. In fact; JUSt the opposi~e educational organization. It 
'" Touch Me" (from the rock opera happens. The nervous sySt em_ is should not be confused with 
~ "Tommy") and "MacArthur stren~thened thro~gh d_ai!y other forms of meditation, one 
~ Park" which left him drained practice -of !-¥,·, which provides of which recently used the name 
~ but the audience satisfied. the deep reSt necessary to "Transcendental Meditation" 
dissolve accumulated stress. illegally on campus. 
Through increased strength, Transcendental Meditation· is a ' 
along with a marked increase in specific mental technique, and 
both adaptability and stability• while it is easily learned, it does 
the individual gains the ability to require a teacher specifically" 
maintain higher states of trained to impart the technique 
consciousness as a permanent correctly. 
state of life, with cumulative There will be a free 
benefits over time. It is precisely introductory. lecture on T .M. 
because the subjective state of tonight (Thursday, Nov. 7th) in 
awareness of the T.M.'er when Textor 103, at which time 
he is "straight" is superior-Le., recent scientific research on 
more fulfilling-to the "stoned" T.M. will be discussed. In 
state produced by drugs, that addition, SIMS offers weekly 
most people who start T.M. stop introductory lectures (essentially 
using drugs. the same information as the 
The difference, then, can be lecture this Thursday) any 
seen in two areas: first, the Wednesday at 8 P.M. at its 
heightened awareness produced Center just past the foot of the 
by T .M. is permanent and Aurora St. hill, 215 Linn Street. 
cumulative, increasing- -· ·with For further information, call 
r-egular daily practice ·c20 them at 277-0111. 
mmoPE 1.V IA/POR1X' 
Gl:R.\1.1.\1 S'/TU:' COLJ)ClFJ:1{ 
Smulwic/ws Salads 
IIOLS'J'EI I\ El\ l)ELICATESSE~ I f'j(: 
~i:·m•,·a Slref"l DeWitt l\:;111 
llh:n·a. I\. Y. i -lB50 
273-9027 
MAYERS SMOK-E SHOP· 
1,1,id/izi111 111 
All Smo~er'a 1Suppliea 
~ . ' 
. Cutiing down · tc, the 80.ne 
Dresses 'from $2.95 
Pap,erbound BCK>b 
Pip~ Repairs· .. : 
Blouses from $-2.95 ~a.xis from $4.95 .Magazine•·.· -
-~·~•P-•P•1•·r· 
• 
O_~: Monday~-~---PM' 
Slllllays ·--·~ 
---------------- ---------~· ..,. ..... ...,..._ 1-b.sec:tShalirntt' 2 CONVENIENT L~TIONS . 
BOUTIQUE FASHIONS- .. All COllEGEAVE -• .. 1 .. E.STATEST 
• .,..,.=:: 
·-· 
.,.. -- ' 
,· .. '. .. ... ·~ .. , ... ;j:~:,t:;~~~ii]~f ~:~:.;~~,:;r~;;;;r:?;::i.·ew 
:_. :.'." .: ... ·">.: ...... ._,~ - .:---- .... :_ '_ ",~ ... ;',·:'.':: . = ·.--: . 
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VegetGri-aD ... ;,'·· ....... ,. ·, .re-p~·~-
By Peter Pocock 
.. - -· 
,- seconds over - the. i 500:' meter 
course.·. Frosh Coach Ward· 
· · Romer was enthused . by the 
-,,Last Sunday, I.C. ~rew fans Wilson victory since five of the 
witnessed the second- running of oarsmen in . the winning shell 
the Annual Freeman· ' ~P w e r e . his > F ·res h me· n 
R~gatta .. h1:ld on ; the F~ood 'heavyweights:-· · CPS.--The scientific 
·control Inlet .. This race IS a. 
intra· squad event held among 
the four· 8 -man shells on the B bl t 
team., This year's -teain captains . eer a$ .. ·-
. were Seniors· Jerry Dietz, ·steve 
1 establishment sprouted new 
support for non-meat eaters 
recently with two reports on 
_vegeta.rian diets . 
Perez, Jay Wilson, - aqd Mike 
Williams. The teams for each 
shell were· selected by the 
captains after they drew !ots 
during · the week. The race 
consisted of a f 500 meter couxse 
starting near Lake Cayuga and 
ending at the Cornell Boathouse 
Bay. . 
The start of the race put Jay 
Wilson's ·boat ahead of the field,. 
while Captain's Dietz and· 
Williams tried to get their boats 
moving after poor racing starts. , 
Lagging behind the field, Perez's 
Powerhouse Boat as they are 
known - around the Inlet, 
remained in fourth place. Within 
the 1000 meters to go .. marker, · 
Captains Dietz· and Williams 
boats · hid moved up to the 
forerunner and began to -
challenge.' At the 500 meters to. 
go marker, Diet~·s boat pulled 
away from the strong · Williams 
challenge and seemed to . move 
into. first place. Sensing the 
finish line close, Wilson's shell 
sprinted -fo retain first place as 
they crossed the finish line. With 
200' meters left on the couxse, 
Williams's shell sprinting the 
remainder_ challenged , Dietz's 
-second place position, but time 
ran out as they settled for third 
place. Not far behind, Perez's 
Powerhouse finished in fourth 
place. 
The winning time for Wilson's· 
boat was 5 minutes and 16 
HOLIDAY. PARTIES 
27.3·-2240 
1457 E. Shore Or. 
not only beer! 
.By.Fred Raker 
Ifs not often y~u. get beer, 
movies, music, and a place to 
dance all rolled up into one 
· evening's entertainment. Pi 
Theta Nu is ii,onsoring this 
experimental event which will 
take plac~ Saturday night 
I (November 9) from 7:30 PM to. 
I AM in the Union Dining Hall. 
The planned activities will take 
place in sequence. From 7:30 to 
8:45, the~e -Will be beer, music, 
and dancmg. Movies, including 
the Marx Brothers, Three 
Stooges, and Laurel and Hardy. 
are scheduled between 8:45 and 
IO: 1 S. The evening will 
conclude with more beer, music, 
dancing and possibly a light 
show. Dave Johnson, Pi Theta 
Nu's Social Chairman, de·scribes 
the '1extravaganza" as "a place 
where kids can go for a full night 
of entertainment and. not spend_ 
fuo much money". The price ot 
admission is $LOO; beer is 25 
cents/draft or five for 2 dollar. 
This Saturday n'ight. 'should 
prove to be interesting. An · 
activity such as this has never 
been attempted; and if all goes 
well, there will be another one 
next semester. 
: STEAKS, 
PRIME RlBS, 
(1 MILE SOUTH ·oF NORTH FORTY) 
LOBSTER AND 
M"ANY OTHER 
DELICIOUS ENTREES 
. ··voUR· PROTECTION - OUR PROFESSION"' 
,BROKl-;Rs' . 
. Robert S .. Boothroyd ----· Cla_ss of '::!4" -
' ·- ' : - .. '' . ~· --
·Robert L. ·Boothroyd·-·--:-- Class 1)f '60' 
- : ~~n:y· ~- -~~y~tr--·· -· -.-: -- Class.;r•s2· 
· \Vjfti:a-,~i ~·ly;n :. : , · · ~ ·. ---· -· ci:-...u. 
- . . ,' ~ -· .. : : ".. . . . .. : .· '. - . ; 
_:.'t- .. · ROBER~T-.s.-:e()(}Tuitovo 
~- · · · -· -· ~-AGENE:Y. · .iNc.~:-__ -
/ 
·-;~.,-· -~~· ~~=-j=- --.~: · .... -
-, , · . .. :·Jt!r l~e/1:ai,i,..: Yo.t1r:i_11q111tJ·. •• ___ --· 
> .. _'. ? ... : ·.::i,-i~a~~~~,~~:-i/iffi~a:·:;_.y .. ·· ...... ~:. _ 
:~;:~:.;,~.r ,;k: \-~;i .,_:_~-~~~·.~.:::\ !,-~ \~. ~~:i ~~.,.::~i ::-:·;: .:i:}- ~~r:~ 4--_.. · ::·\ ...... --~- -.. -:.}~:~ 
According to · a study by a 
committee · of the National 
Academy of Sciences, plants can 
yield "the same nutritional value 
as high-quality animal protein 
foods if they are "judiciously" 
bombined." The report went on 
to explain that individual plants 
do not contain protein with all 
eight of the essential amino 
acids, but that cbmbining 
different foods (like cereal grains 
and beans) will yield complete 1 
protein equal in quality to meat. 
The greatest risk vegetarians 
face, the committee warned, 
comes from heavy reliance on a 
single plant food source like a 
cen,al grain or starchy root crop 
as fo the Zen Macrobiotic Diet. 
peanut butter, dairy products or 
eggs. Those who exclude dairy 
products from .. their diets 
SAC RO IIL I A" I A,. MIE 
A C R O PlH•O 8 I A P A I N 
L I Or1Ar E R S I N S T I D O S D•A R M S T A D T • 
V l N N I E III N I I IU I~ 
ATEIS ,!SADOR DOit 
S Y RIU P S • *A M E S A IC E 
-NAPS LI RA-
P L AIY M A T E ~ 0 I L E R 
0 E R• P R O M O N O M E 
TA Iii PA PU N GAS 
•VERSALLES N I NA ~ ·1 N O I D I A B O L I C AL 
E N I D A N T I C I p A T E 
AGA·S TEETOT- A L E R 
should add liberal amounts of 
dark green, leafy vegetabl~s or 
fortified soybean milk as sources 
of calcium and riboflavin. 
The National Academy study 
was the first concession by the 
scientific establishment to the 
· researoh on "protein 
complementarity" presented· by 1 
Francis Moore Lappe in her 
book Diet For a Small Planet. In 
that 1971 book Lappe first 
presented the notion that foods 
containing incomplete protein 
can be combined to complement 
each other and produce a -
complete protein amino acid 
configuration. 
In another study the Nation-
al Cancer Institute concluded 
that vegetarians may be ·less 
susceptible to cancer than meat 
eaters. 
To set a proper controi, ,lte 
institute compared the cancer 
ra tc among non-drinking, 
non-smoking Mormons with that 
among non-drinking, 
non-smoking and 
non-meat-eating Seventh Day 
Adventists. Preliminary 
conclusions of the five year 
study are that meat-eating 
Mormons have twice the cancer 
rate of the vegetarian Adventists. 
THE 
To ensure prop.er nutrition 
the study recommended ~ar 
vegetarians consume t":o daily 
servings of high-protem meat 
alternatives like legµmes, nuts, 
From now 
'til the .end 
of the -
semester 
you 
can order 
your ·copy 
of the 19-75 
Cayugan 
for $5. 
/arr,<' 
•
LANTATION 
or small hot1t/Jl<'ls 
decoralfrt' dried flowers · 
,\'/:'LFC110,\' //\' lTJl.-l(',·1 
. ! 
' ,I
• • > ' .. ' ~- • I 1 \ .. • • ; ' •'.1~ \ ,., ' ~- .. , _. ~ ... :, ' .... "'.: ··: :.: ' -; 
.. ' w~,, · 2, hQ\t@ · +o . Hey-'.. · Ht>_"!,' Aboirt' f,i,i_; 
ow,vtow,i' -for ~~few 
~--
Let Me;-.. 
. ch~ck ~Y 
-py-e'or:+y 
_L.ist. 
0.1'. 
~+~r-T by Sqt11N9 
Vf Q. ri•rit,es I tsr~ beers. , 
Local hockey 
Ithaca· stars win opener 
The Ithaca Stars exploc.'ed for on to· defeat the Gananoque 
six first period goals and went Islanders 12-9 m their season 
·································: i 16· oz.DIET RITE: 
i $.3.29 CASE, i 
* ~ 
! BOB DIEMONDi 
* ~ 
* ~ 
* ~ 
: Soda & Beer : 
* ~ 
* ~ lt Mon thf\.l S,U '9lf1l 9pm. .5,un 12 6 i( 
lf- Ne...., loc.11,on ne111t to Purity Ice c,e.airn .,,,,,, 
"'- . 900 "'OR1'H MEAOOW 272-847• ~ ; ~ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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MISTER DO•T ,..,..~ . 
The Be.st. u,a 
of Coff~ 
in Town, 
JMsou,••AN• 
aalf tile VILLAGE GIIII 
•• co-u•n coe11as 
OPEN 6.00 J.m. ---11 :00 p,m. 7 DAYS 
·--------------------------------------· 
' "\_.,· 
opener Sunday night at L h lockers with a 6-1 leatt. 
Rink. Mike McGuire y;~e Gananoque swiJched goalies fo~ 
Tufford, and Doug 'Marrett the second penod and manage 
notched three goals apiece for to outscore the S~ars 3-2 over 
the Stars, while Bill Truesdell the n_ext twenty_ mmutes. Roger · 
was the Islanders big gun with Denms wa~ bttle short of 
five markers. spectacular m the ~thaca n~ts, 
Tufford and Marrett scored st?pping. 32 _ shots m the fust 
27 seconds apart early in the two penods an~ 49 _for the 
first period, and Marrett's power game. !n the third penod, the 
play tally at 9. 59 v h locals Jumped out to an 11.-4; 
lthacans . a thr~e-go: f le~de lead _on goals by Tufford, 
Truesdell's f' · McGuire, and Dave Peyman 
margin to tw1istb ~o:~ cu: the before the lsl~nder~ tur?ed t~e 
oat . ' u ree thaca tables by scoring five times m 
g s m a span of 32 seconds · fifteen minutes. McGuire's -hat 
~ent the home club to the trick goal · finished off the 
Starting next1 
Friday. you 
can order 
your copy;of 
the 1975 
CAYUGAN 
for· only $'5! 
Friday~ p.nti~ 
- Dec. 20, -, 
scoring. 
While highly pleased with the 
victory and the 12-goal offense, 
Ithaca· general manager Bob 
Tottey admitted that his club 
still needed _some work on 
defense. He ' praised .Dennis'· 
goaltending, in spite of the nine 
goals allowed, and said that this 
week's practice would emphasize 
def~nsive play. 
Le.'1-S 
~ 0. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Landonlons, 
Where were you last night? 
DormSl>c 
I 
I 
Sidney 
Thanks for your cooperatlo·n 
/' 
Sidney 
Responsible College Student available 
_for Ba,by~lttlng .during Christmas 
vacatlon(on weekly basis), $100 per 
week., Call. Robin Grabel, 272•9830 
requests Interview. 
We have a very nice cat for anyone 
who will gl~e It a good home. Call 
724 and ask for Paul or Eric. 
Happy Birthday Dletzest Leader , 
Your ~let.test followers 
Dear Terrace Ga Second Floor(except 
BIiiy and Alan), , 
Please fo~glve us for being so 
Inconsiderate Monday nighl. We're 
really sorry. 
xox 
Ride needed to Boston/Cape Cod 
Nov 15. Call Doug 779. _. 
Dear English friends at Terrace 1 
You're such boors!! After all this 
time, not 9ne reply. Shame;shame. 
Exciting weekends for us are passing 
by unnoticed and unfeasted. 
Chou 
The Professc,r 
. 11-lo'clock 
jUnionLobby. 
OUR NEW TREES 
ARE LEMONS 
' 
Starting Friday 1Vov_. 15 WE ALSO HAVE LIME AND 
·1 
.\ 
i 
,, 
'j 1976 YEARBOOK 
. / 
·\ Subscriptions will go on ·sale 
l 
l 
I 
~every Friday 11-i. o'clock in the 
Union Lobby. 
**************** 
. Charge· - $,5 for all' non-seniors 
desiring a copy. 
' 
, t 
I • I 
Off er good until Dec~ 20. 
After Dec. 3Q, Bot>ks will sell_ . 
,y.~- . .' .. 
• ' 1fo1}'!.t..~;:-./ 
f. $·1·..,.lZ'~·~··, -b · N. ·ow· , o:r _ .,?-~()-. -~Y .· .. · . ·. 
'-________ ..;... ________ ...,. _____ -.. -. -. -.-------------. .:J. I 
GRAPEFRUIT TREES FRESH 
FROM FLORIDA. OTHER PLANTS 
AND HANGING 'TERRARIUMS ARE 
1-\VA}l..ABLE. 
J ~ 
Mc G~IRES-GARDENS 635 ELMIRA ROAD 
K- ,, ... . -: 
Our 10,·ooQth 
ustomer ,ihij y ,r . 
any 
SoL· 
. . 
, 
_,, . 
. ·.·-: . ~ • • • J ' .. • • 
'' ·~-
·b_.of 
- J "'; • ' • 
·:::,.· 
•' . J . 
\ 
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Christmas classifieds will be available in color· 
Classifieds for The lthacan's Christmas issue, 
299: C4SES, 
'.COLD BEER. 
WANTED: ,.. ...... drlHr to drive mv 
station waton to Pt. Lauderdale .,... 
Arri• on or aboUt pee. 20tll. we PW , 
181 · entl· tnsunna. ca" · (•07J 
7~S-HH.-. 
-Small ho.11111 for rent • trancr piano, 
fumlsllect ,referred · piano student. 
Deo..J111. call 27Z•90H or Z73.Z1H. 
To the Bestest Pal In the World• 
,You're m)' dream come true. 
~ ' 
. To ·the Bestest douciie•bag buddies, 
Couldn't you even wrap my B-daY 
present? Thanks tor the best birthday 
suprlse ever. 
Dear "Sooze", 
Love, 
LIS 
Friends like you make my heart 
melt. Love you, 
' ,, Jonl-1,.lsa 
e. and the 9. o~ L. 
D11ar Woodrow and Bud, 
Beware of people In groups of nine 
b11nln11 buckets or ballons. Dant go 
anvwhere bY . yourself.You'll get 
yours wet. 
Lovingly 
Floor 12 
DearJod 
llfe know you're a llttle 
backward.-But we Jove you anyway. 
So keejj'those spin and slnep coming. 
Dear Morris, 
Love 
Jach and Monkey 
These past 6 years have been total 
bliss. Thank you for everything. 
Happy Anniversary. ' 
Gingerbread, 
All my love, 
Andrea 
We love you very much. 
Your friends In 908. 
. 
, 
December 5, 1974. Cost IS $.25 for 
25 words or less. All Christmas classifieds 
must reach our office by Wednesday, 
N~vcmbcr 20. 
f\iD-RINK' 
' ~,' . V ).." - . 
. . 
r,.roceries lcegs 
supplies ice 
UNITED CIGAR 
0-CN DAtL.V 
IA'.M T01e•111 
9pm-1am 
Every 
Thursday Night 
.f',1-
.,.,, 
/, 
AT GEORGE'S HAPPY HOUR.·',,1,.r.6 _1 
~" 1,, WI T.H <;,,; .,/ 
'<;, ,qj, 
Dear s·ue, 
Thanks aren't enough-let me leave- Dear Zucker and Wells, 
It at that. My sllence~ays more than BUT ••• what Is all this brou-ha ha?? 
\\~ 
-0'0 
,.ot. MASTER. MIXOLOGISTS 
my words can. Love, Ghlngher Bob Harper 
('r:-~ \ 
Tom Keery Much love, 
11 Lelghsa" 
Dear Judy 
Happy Birthday. Love from the 
real Schwartzman. 
Mama's Liam and P. Parkway 
Congratulatlons·Glad It's over. The 
Cuban Missile crisis was less scary. 
Lots of Love 
103·109 
NEEDED: Typists, Proofreaders and 
System Operators for The Ithacan 
and The Ithacan Composing Service. 
All are PAID positions. Contact John 
at 273·4986 or X776. / 
Bucky• 
We're getting pissed off 
Me and Rhino 
G ooooooooobs•AII I know Is that 
you're a big hunk. 
-.. ';\'.- ·{ 
Frultstands 
Your Ithaca Fish and 
(hips·, Store features a 
taste-tempting choice , of 
delicious golden fiiech.:hkken 
e. and ~ succulent tender fish 
With ·chips. Try some of each 
at your Ithaca Fish and Chips 
Store· on Route I J across 
from Purity Ice Crea111. 
------------· 
AiNOlD 
"PRINTING 
C<>HPOH \TIO\ 
416 Ea~I Stale Stn·•·I. 
Ithaca. N, Y. 14850 
FOH .I/./. }'Ul'H 
P N /.\"/ '/.\'(; .\'U:1 J.\' 
r.t1 7-_' ;-:; ~s,111 
Dear Paul• , 
Hang around awhile. There's 
people here; too. I missed you. 
Add•a•man~ger. 
' ?-4 i}. j L~-) To Dorm 6. --.__./ 
Featuring 
'THE DRUNKEN SING ALONG' 
(~· 
< ~_:: I) 
~_:.; 
High Hopes for the future! 
Thanks again GEORGE'S "RESTAURANT 160 W.GREEN ST. NEXT TO THE HAUHT 
Sidney ------------------,-------------------------
-•. 
e. 
Hurry up and meet De Kuyper's Sloe Gin. 
_ De Kuyr:ei"s Sloe Gin IS a very"ddferent very or mixed w1tt1 JUSt a'bout anyth111y For starters 
delicious 11queur. flavored 1us1 sweet enough 1ust try any of the recipes be1c,w De Kuyr,er"s -
by the sloe berry. You can take 1t on the rocks Sloe _0111 - ··sloe with an ·.e not a · w 
Abominable Sloeman Sioe Ball Sloe Joe . 
Pour 2 oz De· KuyJ ;er Sloe- -Combine 11/2 oz De Kuyi ier · Shake 2 oz De Kuyper Sloe 
Gin over ,ce cubes 1n a tall . Sloe ·G,n. orange JUI Ce.and Gm and 1 oz of lemon 1u1ce 
_ glass .. Add ginger a!e Toi, the fU1Ce of 1'4 lime Pour 'well.w1tti ice Strain into. 
-· with ?lw1st oJ lemon ano over rce cubes Stir well cocl<tail glass or pour over 
stir gently Serve with strav.- GarnJsh with l1me wedge rocks Garr.,sh w1t!1 ch_erry 
- - - .. :r ( ·.' -
Jit~: ... • ' , •, , , • ', I t "", r o• .•: ' , .. ~ .. ,,., 
I 
By Rich Berg 
It has been an up and up and 
down week for the Ithaca 
College soccer team as they 
approach the enq of. the season. 
Last Wednesday the Bombers 
went to R.I.T. and came hom_e· 
with a 5-1 .rout. Three days later, 
·in what may have been one of 
still 
the most important games of the 
season. the boaters lost ·a 1-0 
game to R.P.I. The Joss severly 
cut the chances of the team 
winning a post-season 
tournament bid. 
If the team was down over" the 
defeat, they certainly didn't 
show it on Tuesday. The 
Bombers came back and rolled_, 
over Oswego 6-1. Sophomore 
- . :: . 
.· ...,.. -
••••. __ -~-· ... ·:-·'. ! , ... :·:~-f.\._:· .. \·-~:,,;.;>.-:. ~ _ .. ·f o.~ti,~11 < -. ---- · · - ... :- · 
. t. 
·_··r·OlC'3.· ·1·,:··c_:·-p·-. -,~-. --- ·z---e--~ 
.· -_ - u v~,:1 . ;1 
Rich Demont had a great day, · - · 
. · pounding in five of the six goals. · their game the hard way,"'1nin1,1s 
Bill., ,Bryant · their t9p · pass Demont als~ tallied !wice against-- By Dave Rives, -, .. receiver. BryJlllt pulled.. a 
R.~r~ ·sombe-rs are now 7_3_2 ·hamstring muscle the: previous 
wee}tin the J3ridgeport game. But thus far -and coach Wilfred ·Dave Remick gained 182 d · th 
McCormack is pleased with the yards on the ground,' and i:im that. didn't seem to eter: em 
team's performance. In twelve Nunn scored three times to lead any, as.they rolled up 565.yards 
games the Bombers have scored · - on the ground, which combined 
Ithaca College to their biggest with .Boyes 4_5 .. yarcls in the air 
31 goals while only giving-up 15. win of the season, 47-34 over gay_e them a total of 610 yards 
The only one-sided loss this C.W. Post dowri on Long Island against one of the top _defenses 
season was a 5-0 shellacking by last Saturday. · in. DMsion Three. It am set a 
an extremely tough· Hartwick Nunn had 144 in 12 carries on new--mark for total offense 'in a 
, ... , Tin 
~-··----
team. -_ . the day; and scored on runs of single game. The previous record 
Th~s will be the second straight. 10, 8, and 31 yards, one of his · was 465 yards against Grove · _ 
wi_nmng season for .the lthacans finest perfor!llances_. as an City in 1971. 
and Coach McCormack· looks, Ith~can. IC signal .cal!er Jerry Both teams were tied 20:20 at 
forward to a promising future~ Boyes.- added tJ:.ie other three the haif. Ithaca had jumped out 
"We'll be much stronger for the . Bomber sco~es on runs of 51 8nd - to a I 4-0 lead· in the first 
next few years. We're only losinf 17 yards, and a 17 yard TD pass quarter and also lead 2()..7 early 
one player (Dave Klienfelder) to running back Dave !'itzer .. in the 'second stanza, but P'ost 
and we have a lot of depth." B?}'.e~ entere~ the -game . as came Jight back under · tlie 
233 E:lmlra Rd. 
Rt. 13 Meadow ·~t Green 
The final game of the season Division )l_l s fifth leadi_ng strength :· of Quarterback . Bob 
will be against . Syracuse . on performer m total off_ense with Mangione's sharp passing. 
Saturday. The Orange lost a 168·3 yards.- He gained 15.3 Mangione who played for the 
close 1-0 battle to Cornell here yards on the ground, and pasSCd , Bombers· '.in '71 and '72 came 
on Tuesday. for ~S more. . . into Saturday•i game ranked 
. Tlie Ithacans will be seeking fourth best in total offense, and 
H·EUS-ENe 
©OzJ 
fits-v.our 
. lifestyle ... 
The body-fitting solid 
color 417 shirts by 
Van Heusen will add 
dash to yo'ur lifestyle 
on campus and off. 
Let the color of your 
choice and the 
·superb tapered· 
fit reflect your 
personality in doing 
your own thing in 
your own way. 
to wrap up the Lambert Bowl had a big day passing with 16 
race and capture th:it precious completions. in 32 attempts for 
trophy .this Saturday vs. RIT in 235 yards. He passed 17 and 3 
Rochester. Their last previous yards -for touch_ downs and 
attempt at winning it came back scored one himself from one 
in 1965, when the Bombers, yard out. ·,. 
then under Head Coach Dick Five minutes. into the game, 
Lyons went 8-0 and-were rated· the Ithacans open.ed the scoring 
third.in .the Divison 11 I poll. on a ten yard run by Nunn. The 
There is no question that that scoring play completed a six 
·was the biggest win that I've ever play 50 yard drive. Bud 
been associated· with," Markowick kicked the ~first of 
commented Head Coach Jim five extra points. Bud ended the 
Butterfield. after the game. "To afternoon with 37 PAT's ki:ks on 
make that kind of yardage the season, four more than Dave 
against that ball club was really Bonney's record career mark of 
something. Our offensive unit 33 . 
was sfmply devastating." The visitors ,followed with 
The Bombers, hopeful of ~ 
post se_ason bow I bid. had -to win 
- . . 
~~ SMOKE &j, 
~pi.:,. - Qo,, S con,p/ete pt1rty store 
11111g11iines ,' , . P•P~(~ ,. 
to·J,acco cigt1ref Ifs /1gliters 
1-24 w. atate 
BUY TRAD£ SELL!!! 
:\Lit' AIVJJ -US/:D FURNITURE 
Ca~h For Your Items At. 
~T.\TE ~THEET Br\ltGAII\ i~(HJSE 
1',//11/1 /·. I ll11r1i,·. 11r, 111 
516 West State Street 
lthaL·a. '.\~·11· Y~>rk.. 14850 
G07·273·9602 
~· . ' .. 
··' 
Post· 
another tO!JCh down five 
minutes after safety Chuck 
Krool pounced on a fumbled 
Mangione pitch at the Post 41. 
Five plays later, Carney got the 
call, and bulled his way in from 
the two. Markowick's PAT kick 
made it 14-0. 
The pioneers finally got an 
opportunity to. ·strike back, 
following a personal foul call on 
the Bombers during Post's next 
Following· Itlia~a's;· .\ ·stcci~d: 
fumble, Mangione had his club 
driving when )le tossed a screen 
pass across the field that eni:led 
up iri the hands of blitzing IC 
tackle Larry Czarnecki. 
Czarnecki almost broke it all the 
way, finally being hauled down 
from behind at the Pioneer 22. 
IC moved in from there in sev'en 
plays, with Nunn driving into 
the. end zone from eight yards 
out. Markowick converted for 
IC's 27th point. 
The game continued at a wild 
series. Mangione was sacked hard hitting pace into thC) fourth 
back on his own 30, which set · quarter. Defensively, it turned'in 
up what looked like a 4th and to a nightmare for both teams, 
long situation, but the flag as the 80 degree weather began . 
m o v_ e d Post iii.to Bomber to take its toll. Both teams 
territory on the IC 45. Mangione scored twice within a seven 
got his team down to the 12 in minute stretch of the' game. 
five plays before unloading a 12 Behind by 27-20: Post came · .. eceivi~g 
yard end zone pass to tight end back to tie the score on" a long put the bait on the Post 45. The 
George Chapas. Kicker Tom time consuming drive that ate up lthacans needed just seven plays 
McMenemay made it 14-7 with close to seven minutes of the to score, as quarterback Boyes 
14:38 left in the half. third quarter. Mangione directed ran . for the final 17 yards 
IC came right back in just his team 5 7 yards in 18 plays in himself. Markowick 's missed 
four plays on their next series. the longest sustained offensive extra point attempt left the 
Both teams traded major drive by an IC opponent this score at 40-34. 
penalties, before Boyes faked to season. Mangione finally had to The Bombers finally added 
his fulback, then raced 51 yards do it himself, carrying the ball the clincher with under five 
up the middle for the score. over from the one foot line on a minutes to go, following a Post 
Markowick missed for only the fourth and inches situation. punt, driving 63. yards in nine 
second time this season, and IC Less than a minute later, plays. They 1noved the ball all 
lead 20-7. Ithaca struck back following a the way down to the one before 
the Pioneer ~5. 8oyes 
got the ball back to the 18 
before passing to Dave Pitzer for 
the touch down. Markowkk 
converted to give the lthacans a 
47-34 lead with time running 
out. 
$5 will get 
you a copy 
of the 1975 
CAYUGAN-
if you order 
'before the 
end of this 
semester. 
_ Don't delay! 
UNUSUAL GIFTS 
the uon shop 
[)l)WNl OWN ITHACA .,/.' '.:::> I 01 Mangione came out passing, four play drive. Nunn ran for t11e successive illegal procedure and 
and did a number on the IC fina1 31 yards after Boyes,,had dipping penalties drove them 
secondary late in the half. His set it up doing some fine running ----------------------------------------, 
passes to his ends Mike Hintz of his own gaining 34 yards:-
and Rich Maake, set up both Markowick · corverted for a 
Pioneer scores. Hi,;ltZ anc!. Maake 34-27 IC lead. 
combined for 12 receptions and Post came right back several 
I 72 yards during the afternoon minutes later. Running back 
to keep the pressure on the IC Giovenco set up their final score 
secondary. Running back Don of the afternoon with a 48 yard 
Giovenco ran over from the two run up the middle on a well 
for one Pioneer score, but the executed draw play. Mangione 
·equalizer came with only I: 13 passed to Hintz-in the erid zone 
left on the clock on a three yard several plays later, , and 
plunge by running mate Major ~McMenamay's PAT kick tied the 
Finklin: game again at 34. 
Ithaca opened the scoring in Ithaca again wasted no time in. 
the second half after fumbling going back out in front.; 
twice on successive series. TheBombers were aided by a 
Fortunately, Post couldn ·~ seem --personal foul call on the; 
to hold on to the ball either. Pioneers ~n the kick-off. That 
A coordinated pl_ay in Saturday's game. 
If fhere ,sn-'i a 
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People who enjoy each other ... 
enjoy the-- 'BRASS Rlllt.: -
·"·PARTIES, ' 
F~AT MEETINGS.,_ 
RENTALS 
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BORIS KARLOFF-iN THE 1932 ONCUT VERSION OF 
·''the mummy" 
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